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AN ACROSTIC TO WINTHROP
Wisdom is enthroned here,
III thy classic sliades. oh, Wintliroh dear!
Not Cathay's gold or Ceylon pearls
To these compare—thy cultured girls.
Here science fair and knowledge kind.
Riches unfold of heart and mind.
Oh! rosebud garden, so fair to see,
Palmetto's pride, we bow to thee.
N. B., '14.
N
L
Dr. David Bancroft Johnson
our president
?taff
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ANNIE LAURIE SUBER Special Class Editor
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EMMA WOODRUFF .."Our" Prophet
JANIE RIVERS ]
EDMINA McCULLOUGH j. Associate Art Editors
ANNIE LAURIE SUBER
J
GENEVA MURRAY Business Manager
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[ Art Editors
ANNIE CHERRY SCHORB
J
MAY SMITH
]
UTA SAITO
I
REBECCA JAMES [ Associate Art Editors
MARY HARLLEE
MAUDE BARRON
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"OUR" POEM
Nineteen thirteen! Nineteen thirteen!
Can it be tliat tliou art here'/
Classmates, tell me, are we Seniors?
We were Freshmen—yesteryear.
It is true then! We are Seniors!
I remember now how ive
Strayed together through the green fields,
Dozvn beside the Fresfinian Sea.
Then, methinks. I see, in fancy,
Dainty ehains of daisies white;
And I know by this fair token
We've won. the Sofh'more fight.
I recall, too, no-w quite clearly.
We were Juniors yesterday
;
By what magic, lucky classmates,
Are we notv at Senior Bay?
Fleet is time! His years are moments!
Lo! while I have miising stood.
Word has come from our commander
To disband our sisterhood.
We must part, then! Classmates, comrades.
Good-bye niust be said to-day!
Ere 'tis said, a toast Til give thee
To bind us fast—for aye and aye.
Here's health to you! Here's wealth to you!
But that's not all the story!
Here's wrong to right! Here's might to fight!
On, comrades! On to glory!
12
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"OUR" OFFICERS
Colors: Crimson and Black Flcncer: American Beauty Rose
MoHo: "Facere aut mori"
ELIZABETH McNAB President
ClUSSIE CALHOUN Vice-President
ALVRGARET EVANS Secretary
DORA DICK Treasurer
BENNIE LEE ADAMS, A. B.
Rock Hill, S. C.
"Act well thy part, there all the honor lies."
^Bennie Lee is one of our town girls, but she is well
known to her classmates. She shows a spirit of calmness
and friendliness on all occasions. She is not prone to
worry over her troubles, but always greets you
_
with a
smile. Her chief delight is in teaching Mathematics, and
she aspires, some day, to be Professor of Math in some
Southern college, and we feel sure that she will reach
this goal.
V I
VIVIAN ALLGOOD, A. B.
Liberty, S. C.
"Not careless in deeds, nor rambling in thought, nor
confused in zvords."
flWhen we first met "Viv" we were impressed by one of
her most striking characteristics, a desire for freedom;
but, after finding that she was from "Liberty" itself, we
were not surprised. We like "Viv's" style; m her modest
and candid way she has steadily gained a host of friends,
and won fame in the classroom. She scarcely ever has
the blues, but if she should take them she remembers that
famous maxim—"Laugh, and the world laughs with you.
'
INA McCALL ANDERSON, A. B.
Statesville, N. C.
"As merry as the day is long."
I know a little doctor.
Just as wise as wise can be
;
We heartily revere her.
But we call her "NiN<ft. D."
Whether homesickness or hunger.
Or whate'er your pain's excuse,
Three good jokes she will give you;
You'll shake well after use.
If the case seems to be fatal,_
And you don't expect to Hve;
If chuckle-cure is too severe
The dry grins she will give.
She is warranted to kill or cure.
This famous "Nina D" ;
Only take one joke a day from her.
And soon you will agree.
M
'I
EDITH AUSTIN, A. B.
Clinton, S. C.
"Of me you may write in the blackest of ink—
/ say what I mean, and I knozv what I think."
<I Edith is a very amiable girl and has a pleasing manner
—two things which cause her to win many friends. She
positively refuses to hurry or be hurried. She can do
excellent work, if left alone and not dictated to by others.
She can be very firm and dignified (when the occasion
demands it). May she through life remain the same,
unchanged in all except her name.
MAY BELLE AVERY, A. B.
Columbia, S. C.
"They never arc alone, that arc accompanied by noble
tlionglits."
^We can judge for ourselves, by seeing the face of this
maiden, that she is gentle, good, and dignified. But we
can not tell by merely seeing her that there dwells in the
midst of these excellent virtues, a great vice—in the form
of extreme sentimentality. In fact, she is so sentimental
that her great ambition for the future is to Pierce the
heart of a mechanical missionary.
BERTHA BARTON, A. B.
Orangeburg, S. C.
"Never let zvork interfere with pleasure."
^Why she is called "Spoot" we can not tell, for that
is a big secret. Ceil-ed envelopes from Clemson have a
special fascination for her. She is a good girl and seldom
uses slang (that is when she has time to think of some-
thing else). As the old saying goes, "laugh and grow
fat," we therefore recommend "Spoot's" company as a
tonic for all thin people. She numbers her friends by
the score.
15
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MARY BARRATT, A. B.
Breezewood, S. C.
"Hozv dolli the little busy bee
Iiiiproz'e caeli shining hour?"
•IMaky came to Winthrop expecting preat things from
her college course, and she has not been disappointed.
The secret of her success lies in that she did not wait
for opportunities to come to her, but rather made them
for herself. Through all the trials of college life Mary
has always seen the bright side, and apart from being
light-hearted and happy herself, she always has a cheery
word for others.
LILA WARREN BEST, A. B.
Allendale, S. C.
"True as the needle to the pole, or the sundial to the
sun."
flTo say that appearances are deceiving- does not begin
to express it! The majority of people at Winthrop be-
lieve LiLA to be a saint. Only her friends know her as
she really is, and they know her to be anything but a
saint, too. However, every one will agree that Lila is,
"in short," the Best girl in our class.
JESSIE LEE BLACKMON, A. B.
Lancaster, S. C.
"When there's a nmn in the case
All other things give place."
<I"Lessie Gee," vain little mortal, was very much dis-
appointed that she did not win in the race for the most
conceited girl in her class. She missed it only by a small
majority though. However, we do not fail to note that
she has much to make her conceited. To quote her
favorite teacher, "There is no end to her ability." Besides
being good-looking, she is extremely neat—a characteristic
which has caused her roommate much anguish.
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ADA BELLE BROCKINGTON, A. B.
KiNGSTREE, S. C.
"Help thyself and God ivill help you."
<I Here's Ada! And she's a thoroughbred! Four years'
association with her in college has proved her worthy of
the foregoing description. Beyond a doubt Ada is the
most ardent politician of our class. She fairly devours
the newspapers, and constitutes a bureau of information
regarding the Democratic party and the Tariff Legisla-
tion. If it were not for her miraculous propensity for
falling in love we should predict for her a brilliant
political career as the leader of the Woman's Suffrage
Movement in South Carolina.
MARY BROYLES, A. B.
Anderson, S. C. .
"What's your hurry—let's rest a while."
qWhat a spendthrift is "Tom" of her tongue! "My
tongue and not my heart shall have his will." "Let a fool
hold his tongue and he will pass for a sage." "At every
word a reputation dies." "Speech is silver, silence is
golden." "I chatter, chatter as I ifow." "Words are easy
fike the wind." "They say she knew much she never
told." "She is some talker!"
HATTIE BRUNSON, A. B.
Orangeburg, S. C.
"I laugh: a hope hath happy place zvith me."
CJHattie, the "Little Kindergarten Teacher," is one of our
favorites. To know her is to admire her, in spite of the
fact that she says "Tom—kin" about every three minutes.
Mthough H^TTiE has been in Rock Hill four years she
thinks, that since "Rock Hill is a good town," she will
return at some future day. I fear though if she does it
will not be to serve as "my chum" kindergarten teacher
17
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MERCEDES TILLMAN liUCKNER, A. B.
Fairfax, S. C.
"Gcittlc of spirit, beneficent of mind."
^ Now, here is Mercedes, who wants you distinctly Id
understand that she is not "Mercenes." She is an un-
pretentious little soul, and yet not wavering. We would
not think one who had power would not know how to
use it. We see "Muscadine" (she does allow that term
sometimes) as a competent member of society who quietly
fits herself in with people, and, having reached this state
of adjustment, goes about to better existing codes in her
cheerful manner. We think that perhaps after she has
filled Miss Dickson's English chair for some years with
credit, she will desert us and choose France as her
permanent field of work. At any rate, wherever she
goes, whatever she does, we wish her well. She has gained
the good will of all of us.
ROSAMOND BURDINE, A. B.
Anderson, S. C.
"Oh. thou art fairer than the evening air!"
^ There is no one at Winthrop but can boast that they
have at least heard of '"Pet." Her dramatic art has well
been shown in the role of hero in Winthrop Society plays.
"Pet" is also noted for her broadmindedness. She, per-
haps, thinks in "greater units" than any girl at Winthrop.
Why, she can even see the needs of China and Panama at
the
.
same time !
!
GUSSIE CALHOUN, A. B.
Greenwood, S. C.
"Oil. call it by some better name,
For friendship sounds too cold."
<I!''Duck"—don't be misled by her name! Though appro-
priate in a way, she is by no m.eans a bird. For birdly
characteristics one should substitute gentleness, sweetness,
and humor.
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SARA CALVERT, A. B.
Abbeville, S. C.
"The t'ery pink of courtesy."
<ISana is sweet! There is no doubt about it. She is
CDol and deliberate as long as things "go right"
But let the wind bloV the other way,
And Sara will have her say.
S.VLLIE ELEANOR CAUSEY, A. B.
PlNOPOLIS, S. C.
-I.cl tliosr 'zvlio labor get all the ivcalth,
And I'll get all the rest."
^ "Dee"—who can guess what is embodied in that little
name? The least we can say is that she is one of the
prettiest and most attractive -girls in school.
Motto: "Come and trip it as you go
On the light, fantastic toe."
PEARLE CLARDY, A. B.
Laurens, S. C.
Merrily, merrily shall I live now."
iJMiss organ-haired Ophelia Pearle was rnisnamed, as
Opal would have been far more appropriate, since she, like
this gem, is ever changing. We never know what to
expect from her, as sometimes she is prone to startle us
by sudden bursts of wit. Unhappy are those who un-
luckily fall under the scathing fire of her wit, for you
can never tell whether you have been complimented or
"sat on." Pearle is one of the shining lights of the class,
and everything within her compass is illumined by her
radiance.
19
PEARLE CLARKE, A. B.
Lexington, S. C.
"Was there ever such a girl
As smart and szveet as our Pearle?"
^Pearle is a favorite in the class of "old '13," due, in
imrt, to her many accomplishments. She is indeed a very
,L;ifted girl, and since her entrance to Winthrop has
lUx'cloped her gifts in a way to make one "sit up and
lake notice." Pearle is a song-bird, a milliner, and a
liianist of note. She likes to keep up with all the happen-
ings around her, and if any of the Class of 1913 have ever
been guilty of any mischievous conduct, you may rest
assured that Pearle "Sawyer."
CARRIE COLEMAN, A. B.
Shelton, S. C.
"Oil, blest zvith temper zvhose unclouded ray
Can make to-morrow as cheerful as to-day."
fl Carrie is modest and unassuming. Her chief amuse-
ments are keeping her hair arranged and reading Dickens
and Thackeray. Carrie has to wear high collars while
she is in Model School, to make the children think she
is dignified, but she can't fool her best friends. All of
Carrie's friends are greatly benefited by her sarcasm.
LOUISE COLEMAN, A. B.
Earle, S. C.
,
"/;; every gesture dignify and love."
^Louise, the popular member of the "family," is our
star in more senses of the word than one. She is star
athlete, a star mathematician, and a star teacher-fooler.
She can make any of the professors think that she is
wisdom itself by using a little smile and a few questions.
Notwithstanding her indifference she has a great many
friends.
20
MAYME PEARLE COLLIER, A. B.
Aiken, S. C.
"Her faults lie gently on Iter."
<I1 tried to write something flattering about Pearle,_ but
found 1 could not do so with a clear conscience. I decided,
therefore, to set down the plain, unvarnished truth.
CHARACTERISTICS
1. A 1)eautiful Christian character, developed by the
study of Latin under Miss "Culture" Jones.
2. Mathematic ability that amounts to genius.
3. The usual amount of Senior dignity. ' ,
4. ,'\n unusual fondness for syrup.
5. An abiding faith in woman suffrage.
MAYME COLVIN, A. B.
Chester, S. C.
"Lofty and sour to those who knoiv her not,
But to those zvho love her szveeter than Summer."
^During her college career, Mayme has been quite a
model of virtue, and has caused admiration and wonder
by her faithful work in the Y. W. C. A. and Student
Government Association. But her principal talent lies
in her Latin abilities, being considered, since her course
in Model School, quite accomplished along that line.
"Hazel" eyes will cure her ills;
"Hazel" nuts have won her fame
;
"Witch Hazel" .used, she needs no pills.
Why? Well, just ask Mayme.
KATHRYN CONNOR, A. B. "
Greenwood, S. C.
"They that govern most, make tin- least noise."
^"Pinky"—how appropriate the name! Like the little
flower she sheds her sweetness on all about her.
21
ALMA ELIZy\BETH CREIC.IITON, A. B.
North Augusta, S. C
"Tired nature's szveet restorer—balmy sleep."
<|"i\L" is not as meek as she looks here (she posed for
this). This member of the "faniilj^" has turned oul
(Hfferently from what we expected. She is a senti-
mentalist, and her hobbies are ez'oliitioii and loi'e. Her
chief aim in life is to teach school, and if she ever stops
for another inirpose, we'll know that she's fciund that
ideal.
ELLA MAY CUMML^JGS, A.
Anderson, S. C.
B.
"Oh, sleep! It is a gentle thing."
fllndifTerent as she appears to be, a more loyal friend
could not be found. Her calm, composed expression belies
the merry, mischievous nature that lies underneath.
When "E. M. C." gets her music down, we follow in her
wake, for her skilful fingers can drive away the harass-
ing thought of work, and take you into a land of mirth
and laughter.
CAROLINE V. CUTTING, A. B.
Hampton, S. C.
"A face that can not smile is never good."
flin answer to many laughing remarks about her "wee''
self, Caroline indignantly retorts with her dainty little
head in the air, "I'm little, but I'm some." In spite of the
fact that we have listened to many plans concerning a
course in English, at Columbia next year, we firmly
believe that the Fates have decreed otherwise for her.
22
.
- DORA DICK, A. B.
'
•
Oswego, S. C.
"Words count not, bill deeds."
<I "Little Dick," as she is called, attracts the attention
of
all by her sweet "little ways." None knows her better
than her roommate, who says, "To know her is to love
her" She has that disposition which is loved by all.
Dora is a fine little housekeeper, Init she loves the
kindergarten best of all. However, her inclinations are
towards "higher things" than are found at Winthrop.
lliere's nothing she adores more than big brown eyes, for
they bring back memories (?) dear to her. That she
will not be a mill kindergarten teacher long is quite
evident. We'll look for her elsewdiere.
JULIA MAE DOMINICK, A. B.
Newberry, S. C.
"I-Ier stature tall. I hate a dumpy woman!"
CJThe one whom we all admire and esteem, it can never
be said of her that she went to her classes unprepared.
Her splendid record during her college course^ certifies
to this statement. Love never, until her Senior year
held her captive; but now this little gem expresses well
her sentiments :
"Love, the perfect thought of thee
Links in all I do or see;
With my very life is blent,
. Lifting it to sacrament."
MARGUERITE LORETTA DUNN, A. B.
Charleston, S. C.
"She's the completest
Of girls, and tlie neatest."
tJThe meaning embodied in those few words apply to
Marguerite in every respect. First, she is the completest
of girls, because she is the rare possessor of all the
qualities that make a girl complete in character. At first
one might think her hard to get acquainted with, but she
is one whose personality wins the love of those who
know her best. My first impression was her neat and
dignified appearance. Her cheerful countenance and good
judgment completest the completest of girls. Truly, she
is a "girl just made to love."
MAMIE BROOKS DUNOVANT, A. B.
Edgefield, S. C.
"Vanish care, and exit sorrow!
Worry never, always hope;
Take to-day, forget to-morrow.
This is "Nannie" Dunovant's dope.
fl Mamie, familiarly known as "Nannie," is an especial
favorite of the "family." "To know her is to love her."
"So unaffected, so composed a mind, so firm, so soft, so
strong, and so refined."
RUBY REMBERT DURANT, A. B.
Bishopville, S. C.
"The hairs on her head are numbered."
flRuBY is just about the dearest, wittiest, most absent-
minded of the unfortunate creatures here below. She is
an all-round girl. What would the dance hall be without
Ruby, for really she rivals the graces when it comes to
"shaking the earth with alternating toe"? Tennis! well,
she does excel in that too. Worry ! far be it from Ruby,
who constantly reminds us: "Be wise, pluck up, and
drown all in sleep."
RUTH EADY, A. B.
Savage, S. C.
"So small in stature, yet sc great of mind."
^The saying, "Precious articles are always done up in
small packages," surely holds true in the case of Ruth.
We all know that she is the dearest, most precious, and
smallest member of the Class of '13. Quite at variance
with her diminutive frame "the httle Lady" possesses
immense ability. She is an expert in both mental and
physical gymnastics, and her hobby is doing "stunts."
24
LUCIE OLIVIA EDWARDS, A. B.
Ridge Spring, S. C.
"Is there a heart that music can not melt?"
^The old saying that the sweetest things come in the
smallest packages applies very strongly to Lucie. Not
only is she sweet, but she is talented. She loves music,
but we fear that this love is overshadowed by her love
for one of her former music teachers.
MARGARET McIVER EDWARDS, A. B.
Darlington, S. C.
"Long have the learned sought without success,
To find zvhat you alone possess."
<lThis little maid has a very demure and innocent ex-
pression, but on close acquaintance we iind that she has
as much fun and devilment in her as the rest of us. ^ One
of her most noticeable characteristics is the disease
commonly known as "conscientious scruples." To the
outsider she is a little bunch of dignity, but she loves a
good time, and to her friends she is a jolly good com-
panion.
MARY WILLIAMSON EDWARDS, A. B.
Darlington, S. C.
"When I was a little girl
I was so fine and gay, ^
.
/ had to take the dog along
To keep the boys away."
^This young damsel is a fair sample of "Darlington"
girls With those whom she does not know very well
she is quiet and dignified, but with her friends she is the
jolly old Mary, and what more can be said?
25
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MARY SEAIiROOK ETXTS, A. B.
James Island, S. C.
".-/ trill' zvoiiiaii, inodrsi, simple, and sweet."
<I"M'k'ellis'' came here from James Island. Of course
everybody knows that James Island is mighty close to
Charleston, and for that reason is about the grandest spot
"what is." We never thought that she could stay away
from the "Batt'ry" and "The Island" four days, much
less four years, but she did her best to get used to the
rugged looks of the land and the old red mud. Now, that
she has taken about everything Winthrop has to offer,
and has learned to teach the children at home, she is
ready to go Ijack to the good, old low country and stay
there.
MARGARET DeVVITT EVANS, A. B.
Cheraw, S. C.
"While we live, let's live all over,
For zvhen we're dead, we're dead all over."
<J Margaret is an all-round dandy, fine girl, and one of
the college athletic celebrities. She plays tennis with the
faculty, basket-ball with the student body, and "havoc"
in the Kindergarten. Moreover, she is eclitor-in-chief of
the Journal, and if you don't know what that means ask
her long-suffering roommate, and henceforth
—
To Margaret your praises give,
For none mav be editor and care free live.
WILHELMINA B. FANT, A. B.
Anderson, S. C.
"/ have iuii/iortal longings in me."
fl "Billy," the dearest little bunch of humanity man ever
fell before, is a friend worth holding, and a "pal" worth
having. Her career at the old institution has been noted,
and she may well be proud of it. "Billy" is prepared to
argue with you on any subject, and can even tackle "Cutie"
on Evolution. Beware ! She has a charming personality,
wimiing ways, and it may be truthfully said that her
attitude toward all is this
—
"Here a sigh to those who love me.
And a smile to those who hate;
And, whatever sky's above me,
Here's a heart for every fate."
VIOLA WYLIE FERGUSON, A. B.
Bascomville. S. C.
"7 iiiitst be measured by my soul."
q Though at first sight no one would ever think of her
being a commander, yet she delights in leading her men
"across the Rubicon" and into the forefront of the herce
battle of the Gallic Wars. She likes- to talk of her
future, and "an old maid % choice" is her slogan, but
people do not always mean what they say, for her chief
occupation is "Training the child in the way he should
go," following the example of her predecessor, Herr
l>'roe1:>el.
EDITH LeROY eraser, A. B.
Waltereoro, S. C.
"/ think so. because I think so."
^VVouldst thou, O friend! lift the veil of the future and
see thy fate, as it is written there? Then betake thyself
unto wise Edith, who hath glimpses into the great beyond^
She will tell thee all. Wouldst thou, O lover of pictures
!
feast thy eyes on paintings rare? Then hasten to Edith.
Wouldst thou have a friend? Go seek Edith, for she is
all this and more.
CATHERINE FREW, A. B.
Rock Hill, S. C.
"She is one who sees beauty in. everything."
C]]"Kit" is the most indifferent piece of humanity that
the Lord ever made. She not only "doesn't care" herself,
l)Ut the worst of it is she "doesn't care if you don't care."
But if you will take the trouble to cultivate her ac-
quaintance, you will find her indifference very attractive.
"Kit" has a great big heart hidden underneath that in-
difference, that is worth looking for.
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MARGUERITE FURSE, A. B.
Early Branch, S. C.
"Tliy modesty is a candle to thy merit."
CI"Rita" is a girl with many accomplishments. By no
means the least of these is her wonderful gift of song,
in Model School she often resorted to this talent to
doniinate the pupils. In the Sophomore year she won
distinction as a "Gardener." "Rita" is a dependable
person, as is shown by the many offices she has filled so
well. In speaking of her character it is necessary only
to say that every night she reads a "Sam."
ORA GANDY, A. B.
Darlington, S. C.
"Her voice was ever sweet, gentle, and low,
An excellent thing in zvotnan."
^Even though so quiet and unassuming Ora will make
her mark in the world by her perseverance and consci-
entiousness in every task. No one would ever judge from
her calm and dignified appearance that she could flirt, but
don't you ever trust eyes like Ora's.
MARY H. GORDON, A. B.
Kingstree, S. C.
"This above all—To thine oivn self be true."
^ Since Mary has been going with her little Sophomore
friend, the stylish name "Mutt" has been given her. She
is often accused of being haughty, but those who know
her can testify to the fact that this is only the opinion
of those who do not know her, for, truly, "to know her
is to love her."
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ANNIE JANETTE GORE, A. B.
JONESVILLE, S. C.
"A'ly books and heart must never part."
<I "Jennie," as her roommates testify, has a lovable, sunny
disposition which even cloudy weather can not dim. She
has the power of dominating her pupils and exciting their
originality. This was shown in Training School when
she enthused one little boy so over the songs of birds
that he declared he had heard a mocking-bird singing
"Casey Jones."
FLORIDE STANHOPE HARRIS, A. B.
Anderson, S. C.
•'Could I love less I -would be happy."
«1Floride's happy-go-lucky disposition has helped her over
many a rough place in her college career. By her glib
tongue she has been able to fool not only teachers, but
scores of young hopefuls who are unlucky enough to come
within her range.
ELIZABETH FAIREY HEAPE, A. B.
Branchville, S. C.
"Tlie mildest inaiiiiers and the gentlest heart."
ClWhat "Heapie" can not do no one need attempt. To
say she is our champion tennis player—that tells enough.
Lizzie is an excellent story-teller, and as in tennis posi-
tively refuses to miss a point. As a result we are kept
busy listening to her marvelous experiences. She has a
pleasant smile for all and is always ready to lend a help-
ing hand. As a sum total: There is a Heape to Lizzie.
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HARRIET BRYCE HERBERT, A. B.
Sl'MTER, S. C.
"The iic.vt bcsl fhiiii/ to bciiifi zvilly is In he able In
iiuotc another person's wit."
t^H-Ai is dense solid. It may be found in various colors,
but the most pronounced color is red. This substance is
made by combining the following proportions
:
One part foolishness.
One part laughing gas.
One part unnatural goodness.
One part original sin,
Four parts pure gray matter.
The uses of this substance are practically unknown, but
three times a year it is tested. When the test is made, a
violent explosion occurs which is followed by the blind-
ing light of many stars.
BEUL.AH LEE HIERS, A. B.
H.^iMPTON, S. C.
"Night after night she sat and blurred her eyes zvttli
bnnks."
<I "Smile and the world smiles with you" is the never-
failing maxim of this great student of Froebel. We
know she has ten talents for applying the "wonderful
gifts." but after all we think her chief aim in life is to
formulate a set of methods for teaching geography, and
to fathom the underlying laws of "Rivers," in undertaking
which we are certain of her success, provided "those old,
unimportant" principles of Math are excluded.
MARY HUEY, A. B.
Rock Htll, S. C.
"The gods used all their nuigie powers
To mold her fair—fair as the flowers."
<I Everybody who knows our sweet Maev loves her. But
you mustn't trust too much her good appearance. She
seems a lovable, dignified, little schoolma'am, and to look
at her one would think she "never did nothin' to nobody
no time," but, beware! Underneath all of her attractions
lies a deplorable yet adorable fact, which those who know
her (and therefore love her) best can testify to. She's
the baby
!
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MARY A HUGHES, A. B.
Edgefield, S. C.
"Her beselliiii/ friii fetation is to hear and iiol to sfeak."
"
<I Behold an individual who speaks when she has "some-
thing" to say ! Her wit is the characteristic which her
friends recognize, but of which Mary seems wholly un-
conscious. Coupled with wit is her strong intellect, which
her records at both Columbia College and Winthrop go to
prove. Marv thinks, however, that when the industrial
talents were distributed, she was slighted, for cooking,
sewing, and manual training are not numbered among
her favorite studies.
ELEANOR i:',EVERLY HUGHSON, A. B.
Sumter, S. C.
"Little—but, oh, my!"
flVVhen asked where she hails from, one look trom
Eleanor will show you that she is a "Gamecock" from tiy)
to toe. Her perpetual good humor some attribute to her
close association with the "royal" family, in years past,
but I'i'e think it is natural. It is very easy to see why
Eleanor is so popular, especially among the underclass-
men, for who could hear that jolly laugh and not fall
in love with the little imp that gave it? Eleanor's pet
hobby this year is "Sight-singing," and, strange^ to say, she
discusses this subject only from the teacher's point of
view.
. MAY BELLE HUNTER. A. B.
Liberty, S. C.
"I'll spcalc to thee in silciiee."
*IMay Belle is slow, but she gets there just the same.
She is very conscientious and is often seen pouring over
her books. The results of this studying is seen in the
good reports she always gets.
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LUCILE JEFFORDS, A. B.
Florence, S. C.
"I'm not as slow as I look."
^Throughout her college career she has had many
friends, but even with her most intimate ones she was
reserved and indifferent, though always willing and ready
to help and sympathize with those in trouble. She has
many scruples, but does not always hold to them, for
one of her most decided characteristics is her indifference
to the opinion of others concerning her.
META JOHNSON, A. B.
Aiken, S. C.
"/fV think a happy life consists in tranquillity of mind."
^Behold a dreamer—a child of moods and fancies—
a
fair daughter of genius, the tender pathos of whose soul-
ful eyes belie the keen sense of wit and satire so char-
acteristic of Meta.
CAROLINE JONES, A. B.
Liberty Hill, S. C.
"She is like a riddle-hook—
Full of many questions."
fl Judging from "Callie's" great love of argumentation
with teachers, and from her intellectual countenance, some
of us may have the deeply erroneous impression that she
is a profound scholar. Truly, though, "Callie" is a
natural born treasure. When you see those dreamy brown
eyes
.
gazing upon you, your heart is smashed forever.
"Callie's" specialty is "unknowns." From chemistry she
has acquired the habit of delving deep into any unknown
subject.
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EMILY JONES, A. B.
Columbia, S. C.
"To her all other joys seem less
Than the one joy of doing kindnesses.'
ei Though a wee, modest person, we expect great things
from her Emily will doubtless distinguish herself as a
Domestic Art teacher. While at Winthrop, her chief
occupation has been helping people out of trotib e. All
ao-ree that the above quotation suits her admirably.
EVA JONES, A. B.
Columbia, S. C.
^
"For love is Heaven and Heaven is love."
« Eva's chief delight is the consideration of
scientific
questions. Outwardly she is serious and indifferent but
beneath this exterior there is a spark of sentimentality,
and we are not sure but that her science may become
domesticated. We would like Eva's recipe for keeping
crood humored under all circumstances.
GRETCHEN ALICE JONES, A. B.
Abbeville, S. C.
'Such gnshinij forth of constant prattle,
Let's take her home for baby's rattle."
CI Nature has endowed Alice with rare gifts of intellect
and musical talent. Her £esthetic nature leads her to see
the harmony and beauty of the world about her.
J
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ORA JOR])AN, A. B.
Fort Lawn, S. C.
"JVith a smile that zvas chihUikc and bland."
*1 1 1 y<iu have notebooks to write up "you'd better get on
the (.)ther side of Jordan," that is assuming, of course,
that the otiier side is her good side. We do not know
ourselves, but, according to her "Freshman rush," Ora
has no side but a good side. We are not positive but
we could almost swear on a "stack of sawdust" that
Ora's temper is simply sometimes. Of course,
though, you may form your own opinion of Ora.
ANNIE BUDD KENDRICK, A. B.
Gaffney, S. C.
"Hear a fearful battle rendered you in song."
^"Budd" is the mocking-bird of ragtime alley. It is very
fitting that she should choose as her favorite song, "Lovely
Rosebud's kissed by dew." When asked to whom the com-
plimentary title of "tall, graceful, and handsome" could be
applied, she, after carefully scrutinizing each portrait
in her mental gallery, responded only with a blank ex-
pression. Had she only consulted a mirror, she could
have given an answer worthy of a **.
LILLIAN KIBLER, A. B.
Newberry, S. C.
"And still they gazed and still the zvondcr grezv
That one small head could carry all she knew."
f Behold the genius of our class! "Kib" is the sort that
never studied, but just naturally knew. She never im-
poses her knowledge on anybody, but just start her off
and you'll think her a walking encyclopedia. We all
wondered why "Kib" had such an easy time, when it was
brought to our knowledge that she had showers of con-
stellations thrown at her three times a year. I'm sure none
of you can imagine how she ever received the nickname
"Spitfire"?
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EUDORA DWIGHT KIRK, A. B.
Ferguson, S. C.
"Some speaker.''
*IEuDORA is a favorite with all. This is due to the fact
that one can always find her in a pretty good humor.
But she usually tries to _ make you see things from
"Eudora's" standpoint, and I can't say she often fails in
gaining her point. Her public life at Winthrop has been
marked by unusual success, as the "star performer" and
speaker of Wade Hampton Society. After so remarkable
a career here, we expect to hear something of this young
lady in the future.
STELLA FUESSEE KITTLES, A. B.
Brighton, S. C.
"I've resolved to grow fat and remain young 'til forty."
q Stella is a great talker, but in spite of this has several
times been made proctor. She is never fickle, as can be
told from her earnest eyes. Indeed, she is very constant
to one whom we all know as "Pete." All the girls know
her as the "old lady" of the Winthrop plays, for she has
taken that part for the last three years with great success.
Her reputation as expert cook and bread-kneader is firmly
established. This unusual girl loves to study, and we don't
wonder that she is seldom caught unprepared. "Sttll-a-
kf.ttt.e" is always jolly and sweet, and we all love her.
OLIVE KNIGHT, A. B.
Honea Path, S. C.
"There's no art
To find the mind's construction in her face."
^ Words are poor symbols to express our thoughts of
those we love, nevertheless Olive is the "knight" of our
class. In saying "knight" we mean it in every sense of
the word. She is loyal and true. We can all say if she
is once a friend she is always a friend. She has made
many a one in her four years at Winthrop, and it is hard
for us to give her up.
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FLORRIE LANGSTON, A. B.
Darlington, S. C.
"Unthinking, idle, wild, and young,
She laughed and danced and talked and sung."
^Flokrie Langston—the personification of frankness.
Like an automobile without gasoline would the 1913
basket-ball team be without Florrie.
t
SALLIE MARTIN LAY, A. B.
Pendleton, S. C.
"Is there no respect for persons, place, or time in you?"
^Sallie, unlike many of us, always does her duty. She
keeps her notebooks up to date, and never neglects her
studies for anything. Her love (?) for sewing, which
expressed itself in "models" during her Freshman year,
has grown to amazing proportions along with her learn-
mg on all subjects. Sallie's many friends can testify
that the old saying,
"A friend in need
Is a friend indeed,"
is especially applicable to her, for she is always ready to
help any one in trouble.
LUCILE LEMMON, A. B.
Elliott, S. C.
We won't hand you our Leni(ni)on.
^Lucile, better known as "Ceal," is a very quiet (?)
girl, especially after ten o'clock at night, as may be proved
by any proctor on third floor. She insists that she is to
be an "old-maid school-teacher," but we doubt it. If some
things we hear are true, she will have with her A. B.
degree that of M. R. S. before June, 1914.
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ANNA RAWLINSON LEWIS, A. B.
YORKVILLE, S. C.
Have the caps here by the first Sunday, lest "Debe" be
disappointed in you.
^0i course Anna is indispensable to the welfare of our
class, for how could we have gotten our Senior caps
without Anna R. Lewis, as chairman of the Senior Cap
Committee? She is always neat and has decided scruples
about any one holding her arm when she has on a clean
waist. Her chief ambitions are to get lots of mail and
to learn the "Dip." Anna, though dignified, has a charm-
ing manner, and is lovable and generous. Her chief fault,
however, is talking entirely too much.
SUSIE STEWART LINDSAY, A. B.
Chester, S. C.
"/;; youth and beajity, zuisdont is but rare."
fl Susie determined, the first of the year, to enjoy all
Senior privileges to the fullest extent, and to all outward
appearances she certainly has. Although often told that
dignity should be one of the characteristics of a Senior,
she seems to forget it on the way to breakfast. She never
allows herself but one minute to get there, and she has
learned through sad experience that she ought to have
five. Susie's favorite (?) pastimes are taking "gym,"
writing up notebooks, and sweeping after light bell. She
has a keen sense of humor, a sweet disposition, and is
loved by her many friends.
ALMA LUPO, A. B.
Rockton, S. C.
"Keep the golden mean between saying too mueh and
too little."
fl Since her arrival here. Alma has made a splendid record
in all her work. Alma has a most scrupulous respect for
the laws of duty. She makes her decisions quickly and
abides by them at all times. She is determined, ambitious,
and studious. With such qualities as these we predict
for her a very successful future.
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wWALLIE McCOWN, A. B.
Anderson, S. C.
"Each mind has its ozvn method."
<II)o your duty and you'll be happy. Every friend of
this bright young lady will readily agree that is evidently
Wallie's motto. She has performed all her college duties
at the right time and in the right way. Although she
does not let play interfere with her studies, she believes
that "all work and no play, makes Jack a dull boy," for
she enters into fun as heartily as any one. Her favorite
h()l)])y is "going on wild-goose chases."
MATTIE PEAY McCRACKEN, A. B.
Hopkins, S. C.
"Tlie girl who wins is the girl who works;
The girl zvJio toils zvliile the next one shirks."
^Mattie is so quiet and unobtrusive, one would never
suspect her singing, "Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly?"
But we have faint suspicions why red neckties are her
favorites. She has a "rep" for devouring Caesar and
hurling her phillipics against Catiline in Room 15. She
was made famous by finding out the pressure of two
tears at 20° centigracle, said tears being made up of one
part sodium chloride and two parts H^O ; said tears
were shed for coffee.
JESSIE McCULLOUGH, A. B.
Fort Lawn, S. C.
"Belter to have lo-ved amiss than never to have loved."
•I Jessie, better known as "Jess," is the saving grace of
her section in Kg'tn Technics. Most people find "Jess"
cold hearted and unfriendly, but this is simply because
she has given her heart to the genius of the dining-room.
If you wish any further information concerning "Jess'"
character, will advise you to "Cross the Land."
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ROWENA McDERMON, A. B.
Florence, S. C.
"Modesty is the beauty of zvoiiicu."
^To know RowENA is to understand the truth of the
quotation, for there is not a girl in the Class of_ '13 more
purely modest than Rowena. Her reputation is one to
he desired, and we predict still greater things for her
when she goes out into the "wide, wide world."
KATE McMANUS, A. B.
Lancaster, S. C.
"She that is merry of heart hath a continual feast."
q Kate's "touch-me-not" disposition is entirely counter-
acted by her wit, humor, and originality, which make her
an all-round good companion. She has a general habit
of quickness, her rate' of walking being one mile per
minute, and never looks before she leaps, but what s the
difference since it's our old Kate—the fun maker!
HATTIE JANE McMURRAY, A. B.
;
Lancaster, S. C.
"She is as full of love as of kindness."
^Hattie, better known by everybody for her good, kind
heart and enduring patience, is always lending her help-
ing hand to rescue some one from the depths of despair.
Here's to Hattie's friends,
Here's to Hattie's foes
;
Here's to Hattie's lovers.
May she have them by the scores.
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?ELIZABETH McNAB, A. B.
Barnwell, S. C.
"Of honest zvortli, Inily one on zvliom zve can all depend."
^"Snicky's" friends have long been puzzled to know
how so many good things could be combined in one little
body. For the benefit of the world at large we give the
following recipe which we believe was used in the mak-
ing of "Snicky Nab":
3 cupfuls of good looks,
1 pound of common sense,
J/2 t. of spice.
1 pint of pluck,
2 t. of temper,
3 eggshells full of wit.
This recipe is recommended for the making of an
"all-round" and "all together" adorable girl. But we
can give no directions for the mixing of these ingredients,
and we fear that there is only one "Snick" in the wide,
wide world.
CATHERINE ALEXA MACAULAY, A. B.
A ball-player from 'way back!
^ Don't let that dreamy expression on Catherine's face
fool you ! We must admit that she frequently dreams,
but as a usual thing she is alive to all around. Just wait
'til basket-ball season and you will never think of her as
a dreamer. She guards with a vim and is a terror to her
opponents. Her greatest desire is to find a place where
she can sleep until satisfied, and not be awakened fifteen
minutes before breakfast every morning by an abominable
and everlasting bell. One of Catherine's greatest charms
is her rippling and contagious laughter. Her chief char-
acteristic is her sincerity to her many friends.
ELIZABETH MARTIN, A. B.
Strother, S. C.
"A graceful, gay little teacher of gym;
Clubs, ropes, dumb-bells she zvaves zvith a vim."
^l wish you could know "Elise" really like I do. A
more sincere and truer friend there never was. Just as
conscientious and punctilious in her duties and work as
can be, yet her disposition is spiced with enough fun and
impulsive girlishness to make her a charming companion.
"To know her is to love her."
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KATHERINE M. MARTIN, A. B.
Salley, S. C.
"A rose is szvectcr in the bud than in full bloom."
€"Kate," the "chief" of the "family," hailed
from the
important city of Salley, and first attracted attention
by
er dig ity This dignity, though, is nothnig
to stand m
awe of, for back of all this is a jolly and ovable
nature.
She is planning her future as mistress of the
schoolroom,
Init we fear her plans are made "subject to change.
LILY MARTIN, A. B.
Lesslie, S. C.
"Thou saycst an undisputed thing in such a solemn way."
eiLiLY better known as "Lil," hails from the town of
Lesslie In seeking knowledge, does she ask questions?
Well, I reckon. Every night about "9:20,' "Lil can
be
seen soliciting girls to take "gym.'
VIRGINIA MAYFIELD, A. B.
Leeds, S. C.
"Infinite riches in a little room."
eiNo doubt through the influence of her roommate, who
is taking Domestic Science, and who frequently deliyers
impromptu lectures on the subject, "Virg" has ^acquired
the profoundest devotion and admiration for Cook s .
Consequently whenever you wish to speak to Virg_ you
have to run to the practice room. However, music is
not
the only subject in which she is proficient, as the con-
stellations on her report testify.
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wSARA ANNE MELLETTE, A. B.
Sumter, S. C.
"Virtue is like a plain stone,
Best plain set."
^Sara Anne is a very quiet and unobstrusive person while
thmgs go her way, but don't think that you won't hear
from her when things go wrong. There are several
topics which she dotes on discussing, one is Practice
Home, and a second is the Army. Please never say
anything against either, for you are in danger of losing
some strands of hair if she hears you. After teaching a
while, Sara Anne will put into practice her ideas of
housekeeping, and teach one.
LUCILE STUART MELTON, A. B.
Orangeburg, S. C.
"Many roles she's played, and in each she is perfection."
^Dkl you say Lucile Melton? That's the sweetest,
"bestest," cutest, and most accomplished girl in old '13'
Throughout her whole career at Winthrop she has figured
either as hero or heroine in all of the dramatic pro-
ductions, and has starred every time. Even the Roy al
Dukes come to see her on these occasions.
ANNIE MILLER, A. B.
Rock Hill, S. C.
"She smiles to drive dull care away."
<I Annie is known to her friends by her modesty. She
seems very timid and quiet, and because of this fact she
is very hard to get acquainted with, but, when you know
her well, you find that she is not as timid as she pretends
to be. These few lines fully express what we think of
her. "To know her is to love her."
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GENEVA LOUISE MURRAY, A. B.
Aiken, S. C.
"Lie snug—and hear what critics say."
<1"Neva" is not only a favorite with the "family," but
with all the girls in college. Her sunny disposition and
eternal cheerfulness makes us wish this for her
:
"May your joys be deep as the ocean,
• And your sorrows light as its foam."
To see her is to love her, and to love but her forever.
SADIE EUGENIA MYERS, A. B.
Cameron, S. C.
"Truth from her lips prevailed zvith double sivay."
^ Sadie is a true and devoted Spencerian follower, and
we believe that she will be heard of some day along the
Une of public speaking. Her special lectures will probably
be on the subject of "Reform the Shoe." She also
has marked business ability and holds an important office
in the F. V. of H. It has been predicted that she will not
teach school next year, October 2d being the date set.
She takes this in Ernest.
JESSIE NAIL, A. B.
Blackstock, S. C.
"Modesty and youth go hand in hand."
q Jessie always has a joke and a grin for every one, that
is, when she doesn't forget it, for she is the most for-
getful person alive. However, she has never yet succeeded
in forgetting "gym." If the future turns out as the
table has predicted she will be immensely pleased, ^ as
there will be only nine in her school. She is an im-
portant member of the F. V. of H., and counts this her
chief honor at Winthrop.
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GEORGIA VERNA NEAL, A. B.
Prosperity, S. C.
'Be noble every thouglit and in every deed."
•IGeurgta is one of the "stars" of old '13. She is one of
VViiithrup's 'distinguished" daughters. She well deserves
all her honors. Georgia's chief aims in life are: first, to
get a diploma from VVinthrop; second, to teach Latin:
third, to get thin.
NELLIE NEWTON, A. B.
Central, S. C.
"She's armed without that's innocent within."
flSee Nell as typifying Senior dignity in the true sense
of the word. Nell is one of those persons who say what
they mean in a few words ; her meaning is never drawn
out. She has been used somewhat like a reference book-
by many of us. When we were uncertain of the in-
struction of the classroom, we would get Nell to set us
straight, and she always would in her concise but un-
pretentious way. (Perhaps this and her interest in science
explains why we term her "Sir Isaac")
HARRIOTT PALMER, A. B.
Charleston, S. C.
"Bid nie sing, I will enchant thine ear."
<ITo be perfectly "Frank" with you when Palmer is in a
good "mood'' she certainly can play basket-ball. She can
dance and talk and sing! Yes, when she sings you can
get out your umbrellas, for it sounds like the thunder
rolling.
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GRACIE PATRICK, A. B.
Bowman, S. C.
'The love she bore to learning imas her fault.'
Gracie is good, happy, and ti'ue
;
She is just the kind of girl for you.
If you are in trouble or distress,
Just call on Gracie and you will be blest.
She is as wise as she is good,
.By this common sense may be understood,
With an untold knowledge of books
—
All this may be seen in her bright looks.
MAUDE PEARCY, A. B.
Newsoms, Va.
"Those about her, from her shall read the perfect rays
of honor."
^One glance into Maude's dancing eyes is proof con-
clusive that she is the daughter of a minister. Indeed,
so innocent and yet so impish do they seem^ at tmies that
people frequently think her only a mischievous baby
—
and baby of our class she certainly is, having been both
Senior and teacher in the college at seventeen—but don't
let that fool you. For some unknown reason she has
been specializing in domestic science, but she says a
dietitian is the nearest thing to a doctor. She is very
fond of the sciences; however, she spends the majority of
her time pouring over "Virgil."
ELLA LEE PEGUES, A. B.
Hartsville, S. C.
"Oh. may there be no moaning at the bar,
When I fuf out on the sea of matrimony!"
*INow, who could find a better specimen of human
nature? Such is her type—dark hair, blue eyes, rosy
cheeks, and of a splendid disposition, quiet and very
religious. One of "Nell's" fondest hopes is that she may,
some sweet day, meet her fate—an adorable Methodist
])reacher, who is surely waiting for her, and that they
may be stationed in the country (preferably the sand-
hills), where "Nell" will be church organist, choir, good
sister, and all in all to her man.
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^HE-LEN ERASER PHELPS, A. B.
Camden, S. C.
"A daujjiitcr of the gods, divinely tall,
And most divinely fair."
^M\ know the story of the Helen who was stolen by
Pans and earned to Troy. Plefe she brought only trouble
aiid war. In contrast to this sad tale is the story of
Helen of Camden. In times long ago, she was captured
by Wmthrop and brought a prisoner to his camp (us)
But to her captor she has been the fulfillment of her
name, she has brought light. Now, after four years she
is to be set m the world to shine bright in the skies of
Camden, till her Paris captures her from her home.
RUTH PINSON, A. B.
Greenwood, S. C.
"The pen is the tongue of the mind."
flRuTH is one of our buds of genius—cultivated, and
destined to blossom forth into something wonderful.
Hers is the artist's hand, and we are all acquainted with
the various results of her artistic touch shown during the
past four years. To her also the gods have bestowed
the gift of composing poetry. We all wish her the
greatest success.
DOROTHY PLATT, A. B.
Aiken, S. C.
IVhen other friends assist you not, then's the time to
depend on "Dot."
€I"Dot" is always ready to give her sympathy and help.
Her good nature and sweetness of disposition make her
a friend worth having. •
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•'- LUCY LILA PLUNKETT, A. B.
Gkaniteville, S. C.
"I am' Sir Oracle, zvheu I speak let no dog bark."
CIAs the only LL. D. of the class, you quite naturally
expect an illuminating sort of girl, and Lucy does not
disappoint you. In fact the longer you know her the
more forcibly" does her brilliancy, in class and out, make
itself known. There's a temper behind that serious
(unusual) expression, and for grabs sake you'd better do
as she says. She's a basket-ball star, but she's crazier
still about gvm (Jim).
CONSTANCE MAXWELL PORTER, A. B.
Lancaster, S. C.
"Hast thou a charm to stay the morning star in his
steep course?"
^Here's a wonderful sweet and charming personality.
Judging from some very conclusive circumstantial evi-
dence, she possesses a large amount of personal magnetism.
Like Saturn she has a number of satellites swarming
about her. She has almost everything desirable, except
probably she hasn't wit, though some may disagree with
this statement. She has a will of her own though, and
possibly this will atone for her other deficiency.
MAY ALLSTON PYATT, A. B.
Georgetown, S. C. .
.
"
'Tis pilcasant sure fa see lliy inline in print,
A book's a book although there's nothing in't."
^May is not always as mean as this picture of her would
make you think. It is true that she has a right serious
look on her face when she is thinking pretty hard, but
as this very seldom happens she is generally very pleasing
to look upon. Almost any night, during study period,
you could find her at "Neva's" working on the annual,
trying to find something "cute." She will tell you that
she has a horrible disposition, but don't believe a word
of it, 'cause she's one of the "bestest girls what is."
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SUSIE BELLE RABB, A. B.
Rock Hill, S. C.
"Gentle she is and of good intent,
A Tvoniaii upon life's problem bent."
flTo whom it may concern: This is to certify that Susie
is one of our most dignified Seniors. Her dignity, which
is put on only on state occasions, resides in the tassel of
her Senior cap, Susie is a wonder if you "work her
right." She responds best on Tuesdays about 3 p. m.,
just after she has perused a twenty-page novelette from a
certain Senior at Clemson. With this little tip as a starter,
I think any one will find Susie easily managed and fairly
tractable. For further information address her Senior
rush.
ANNA BLAIR RANKIN, A. B.
Greenville, S. C.
"And when she spoke, ivhat tender words she used."
^Here is a young lady who has for her motto, "Don't
hurry and don't worry," either herself or other people.
Her cheerful attitude at all times has caused her friends
to call her a jolly good girl. She agrees with the poet
who said : " 'Tis better to have loved and lost, than never
to have loved at all."
ELIZABETH ST. JULIEN RAVENEL, A. B.
Savannah, Ga.
"She has a heart as sound as a bell, and her tongue is
the clapper."
^\ wonder if this can be the girl you're looking for?
Is she a Georgia cracker? What? Yes, yes, that descrip-
tion does fit her. But with black what? Oh, no! spell
it. There's such a buzzing I can scarcely hear at all.
Oh ! B-o-w-s ! Yes. Seems to be worth knowing better ?
We're not talking about that. Where did you say you
saw her? I see, there at school, and doing what did
you say? Speilling Latin, verb—hide? Oh, hush laugh-
ing ! But you never did tell me what she was accused of
!
Out with it! So she's trying to run away? What?
Been working for him for four years ! Well, it's General
who? Oh, General Lit Diploma! Sure, then, here's the
party
!
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ESTHER GOURDON REMBERT, A. B.
y\SHEVILLE, N. C.
"Good things conic in small parcels."
«I"Ess" is small in stature, Init the above quotation is
always remembered when thinking of her. She is always
in a good humor, and when one has the blues "Ess" is
the guy you're looking for.
SADIE E. RICHARDS, A. B.
Liberty Hill, S. C.
Oiicstiiiii (Icefly. my ilan;ilitcr, tliat thy learning may
he proftntiid."
q"SAi)E" is always ready for a good time, and is "in"
for anything going. She is the j oiliest of girls, and on
account of her amiabihty and pleasing manners she wms
many friends wherever she goes. No one could be blue
long around her, for her favorite expressions, "Pig tail
it,"''.and "Help my times," put you in a gay humor at
once. Sadie is now very busy finding out if Jupiter is
inhabited. If so, her highest ambition is to study voice
there. But her lucky star foretells that another deity will
claim her before her course is well begun.
MARION EDITH RILEY, A. B.
Denmark, S. C.
"I'-z'c tahcn my fun ivhen I had it.
I've laughed and I've roughed in my time."
qThis is our little "foreign" friend from the cold northern
regions, as may be seen from the above address. But
who could guess it? With her soft, brown eyes and
affectionate, loving heart, one would imagine she had
lived gazing into the skies of southern Italy. In the near
future, however, she intends to leave her present home
for one better suited to her nature,
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MYRTLE JULIETTE R0J3ERTS0N, A. B.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Tennis did you sayl' See Mvktle play!
fl There was once a belief that size of brain and intellect
went hand in hand. "Tot" has proven this false. She
stars in everything many times double. We are willing
to put her up as the world's champion tennis player. She
has carried off the trophy for old '13 since the beginning.
Her roommate believes that she is destined to some great
future, because of her unrivaled skill on the Giant Stride,
and her ability to preside over the F. V. of H.
EDITH ROGERS, A. B.
Bennettsville, S. C.
"What is so sweet as a young maid's blush?"
^ Edith is inclined to be studious, but she objects to very
much strenuous labor. Her greatest ambition is not to
"flunk" on "Ped," and her chief occupation is petting one
of the poor little kitties that has escaped the science de-
partment ; she also loves tea, and expects to teach
kindergarten—three characteristics that any suffragette
would be proud of.
SARA RUDD, A. B.
Clinton, S. C.
"I'll speak in a monstrous little voice."
§Sara is a great "short-story" producer, but on account
of her extreme bash fulness only her closest friends know
of this gift. H you ask what her specialty is one might
have said some time ago it was Latin, but she has
suddenly esthetic talent. Her productions are truly
origmal. Sara is generous to a fault, all her possessions
are at her friends' disposal. She is sweet and friendly to
all,, and no doubt the world will hear of her as she teaches
the young idea to shoot.
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LILLIAN CONNOR SALTERS, A. B.
Salters, S. C.
••Her words are bonds, her oaths are oracles, her love
sincere, her thoughts immaculate."
qCan any good come out of Salters? Yes, certainly, for
it has one namesake, one representative, whom the citizens
of that metropolis may well be proud of. Lillian Connor
Salters is a tit product of this "burg," Observe the look
of disdain with which she regards you. 'Tis because she
is so profoundly wise ! ! Her numerous conquests over
the masculine sex have gained for her the name of
"Heart-Smasher."
EMMIE CAROLINA SAMS, A. B.
Allendale, S. C.
•'Gkic me this day a pass."
^"Em" is a typical "scudgerina." She is one of the
happy-go-lucky kind, and always manages to get there
just the same. Nobody's college career has been richer
with experiences than "Em's," but they are too numerous
to enumerate here. She is one of the song-birds of rag-
time alley, is rather fond of doctors, and her favorite
color is Green (e).
EMMIE ROBERTS SAMS, A. B.
JonesviLLE, S. C.
" A diamond in the rough."
'To some love comes with smiles, and glad are they
;
To some he comes with tears and sighing breath;
To some slowly as the dawning day
;
To Emmie R. he came when lirst she met the little
Freshman 'May.'
"
"Love is the flame that lights the whole world."
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mANNA CHERRY SCHORIS, A. B.
Fort Lawn,
-S. C.
"Neat, hut not gaudy."
§Slif is indet'd rightly named "CHERin," for "cherry" is
she all the day, and of "cherry" color are her lips. To
know her is to love her, for no sweeter girl was ever
made than this "little cherry blossom.''
ANNIE SHIRLEY, A. B.
Anderson, S. C.
"To know her is to love her,
Have I not said enough?"
^There is little else that one might add to these lines
al3o\e ; for only truly do we love those who are great,
appealing, captivating, meek, and true. She is not given
to speaking her mind often, but "He that hath knowledge
spareth his tongue." Her silence is by far more rnusical
than any song. Like a balm to many hearts, has been
her smile. Truly it may be said of her, "As true as steel
and every bit as firm."
LILLIAN SHIRLEY, A. B.
Anderson, S. C.
"A woman born to command."
^What can be said of this young lady? One can look ather stern countenance and see that she has a determined
will of her own. Some think she is a "ready-made"
teacher. It is her ambition to be a great and grand teacher
some day, and smce there are so few of these, we can but
wish her desire will be reached.
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MAURIE SIMPSON, A. B.
Gray Court, S. C.
"Wisdom is better than rubies."
^Maurie is one of the girls in our class for whom we
predict a bright future. Although quite low (?) in
person, her mental capacities in the classroom reach a
surprising height. She seems somewhat reticent about
her love affair, but from certain unfailing signs we be-
lieve that she is not so innocent as she would have you
think. Maukie is generous, affectionate, warm hearted,
and. kind, winning many friends for herself, and getting
the most from her college career. May she ever prosper.
CLAUDINE SKELTON, A. B.
Anderson, S. C.
"JJ'hile there's life there's hope."
^Claudine's eyes can express what she wants to say, if
she is especially enthusiastic at the time. She likes fun,
but refrains from laughing too heartily, fearing lest "laugh
and grow fat" should result. She has had excellent
musical experience, but there is one who can predict that
she will never become a musical celebrity. Her animated
discussions in Room 23 with her teacher, concerning the
value of Domestic Art, will long be remembered. Her
pet hobby is telling jokes on herself.
GLADYS SKINNER, A. B.
BiSHOPVlLLE, S, C.
"A woman of feiv in'ords."
'
e|A young lady of most innocent and harmless appearance,
but don't you go "for to argify" with her. She is very
fond of her own opinion and expresses it with alarming
frankness. Gladys is not vain, but she does think white
hair aristocratic. Her chief aversion is to Dibble.
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mBERTHA OLIVE SMITH, A. B.
COWPENS, S. C.
Her study was hut little (.?) on the Bible.
^"Preacher" is very uncompromising and final in her
decisions, but she is always logical and conscientious in
forming them. She detained her title by being always
ready to answer with Bible references ; this foreshadows
her life work, for she is "missionerically" inclined, and
from all reports seems to have become already a "fisher of
men."
CORA SMITH, A. B.
MULLINS, S. C.
"A pleasing countenance is no mean advantage."
^CoRA might well be called Truth, for, crushed to earth,
she'll rise again. She is just a jolly, good comrade at all
times—with enough good nature and vim to make her
schooldays interesting ones.
MAY SMITH, A. B.
Rock Hill, S. C.
"No wedding hells for me."
<IMay thought last year that she had been at Winthrop
long enough, but this year she found that she was mis-
taken, so she came back and cast her lot with us. She
excels in art, and we expect some day to see her fortune
made along this line.
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LILLIAN SNELGROVE, A.
Anderson, S. C.
B.
"JVhciice is thy learning f Hath thy toil o'er books con-
sumed the iiiidniijlit oil?"
qiWho wotild have thought that the unassuming, timid
Freshman would have evolved into the dignified, nnportant-
looking Senior whom we know as Lillian Snelgrove?
Though the chief of rule-breakers in her first year, now,
in her capacity of House President, she sees to it that
none of the girls enjoy that liberty. She is of a scientific
turn of mind, and is especially interested m spiders and
other insects.
MINNIE STANLEY, A. B.
LoRis, S. C.
"As zve advance zvc learn the limits of our abilities."
CI Minnie's hobby is dressmaking and housewifery. After
securino- her "Dip," she intends to put her theories along
these lines into practice. Her highest ambition is to live
in such stvle that she will be able to keep a "Butler.
LILLIAN FRANCES STICKNEY, A. B.
Charleston, S. C.
"Don't you think sol' Huh!"
q-Dash it all " Yes, it was "Stick," the little man whom
every one fell in love with the night of the play. "Stick
is a jolly good fellow, quite a little "gym teacher, and
"public speaker." And
_
everything she does is "all tor
the good of the "family."
"
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mALICE TOLT.ERT, A. !',.
Greenwood, S. C.
"Not learned in cmirl, nor I'crscd in wit,
Bnl loved by tlio.w -cvlio kiiozv Iter best."
fl Alice, in spite of her youth and dignity, declares that
there is no use in talking about "cozy corners or quiet
little bungalows," for really there is no time for such
nonsense. She is wholly absorbed in Domestic Science,
and seems to be quite sure that she has found her calling,
Alice has great intellectual ability, and her friends will
not be surprised to hear brilHant reports of her in the
educational world of to-morrow.
ONEIDA TURNER, A. B.
Hopkins, S. C.
"A trner, nobler heart iiez'er beat within a hnman breast."
fl"Two in one!" A pedagogue and a seamstress, A
queer comljination, but 'tis true. Her basic principles are
strict!}' Thomasonian. Her anti-noise pledge is firmly
kept ; but all rules are suspended by her, in the presence
of "The Victor Talking Machine," which her ear delights
to hear. Let men come and let men go while it talks on
forever.
ELIZABETH HALE VAN WYCK, A. B,
Anderson, S, C,
"Site's tlie pink of perfeetinn in roses' hues;
She'd make even the devil pay her overdnes."
^"Betsy" is popular and pretty; no girl we know is
finer, but still she is aspiring "Hyer," Somewhat reserved
in manner, but truly "to know her is to love her,"
"Here's to the prettiest,
Here's to the wittiest.
Here's to the truest of all who are true
:
Here's to the neatest one,
Here's to the sweetest one.
Here's to them all in one
—
"Betsy"—here's to you."
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DAISY YARN, A. B.
Beaufort, S. C.
'Music liatli charms to soothe the siwagc breast."
CIAs unpretentious as deep waters which hide their great-
ness in silence. As deep as these waters, hut like them
makes no array of her depth.
BESSIE VAUGHN, A. B.
Greer, S. C.
•Not III l)c lani/hed at ami scorned because little of stature,
For she -was courageous."
qVou like Bessie the lirst time you meet her, but when
you know her you love her. She is noted for having her
own opinions and sticking to them. She is of a happy
disposition, and sees the silver lining to every cloud.
I
RUTH VVANNAMAKER, A. B.
St. Mathews, S. C.
.S'he ivas the mash and i/lass, co/^y. and book
That fashioned others."
li I prtscrilie. as physician, an hour with "Rooster"
Whenever your spirits are needing a booster ;
I'^or those who are seeking romance, why ui truth
I cDuldn't do better than recommend Ruth;
Try a touch of hot spice, for however you take her
There's jieppery temper in Ruth Wannam akek.
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RUTH W/\TKINS, A. B.
Anderson, S. C.
"I'oi- my z'oicc, I'l'e lost it in hallooing and singing."
<IT() say she is a great favorite of that exclusive circle,
"VVinthrop College Glee Club," is not enough for one to
whom music was given to "brighten the sad and kindle
the loving." She may aptly be described as the person
who gets there. In the different phases of college life-
athletics, literary society, student government association,
and Y. W. C. A.
—
Ruth has played an active part.
ELIZABETH BLYTH WESTON, A. B.
Charleston, S. C.
"A pearl of great price."
^Blyth—the name just suits her. She is the embodi-
ment of the spirit of the nightingale, if not its tunefulness.
Blyth's course at Winthrop may well be likened to that
of a meteor, short and brilliant, leaving a trail of stars
behind it.
RUTH WHITLOCK, A. B.
KiTCHiNGS Mill, S. C.
"I'm ahvays in a haste, but never in a hurry"
<JRuTH is the only member of the "family" who takes
life easy. Never gets in a hurry, and is always ready to
surrender work for rest, but never shirks her dtity, nor
leaves her part undone. She is liked by every one, and is
always ready to lend a helping hand.
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MARY ERNESTINE WICKER, A. B.
Newberry, S. C.
"Words of truth and soberness."
qWe can all truthfully say of Ernestine that she is a
oirl of sweet disposition. When other are harassed by
troubles, "Tine" is without any, or she has a remarkable
faculty for keeping them hidden. Ernestine is one of
our sweet and original girls and has made a good record
She is very much indebted to "big" sister for help and
guidance through her college course. When questioned
as to her plans, she always replies, "Let me see the
Boss
first."
REBECCA PAYSINGER WICKER, A. B.
Newberry, S. C.
"TIwH foster child of silence and slow tongue."
q Rebecca is a firm believer in liberty and
punctuality'^
mnd at Winthrop she has had ample
opportunity to
nractice the latter Her dislike for the "Model
Home
Lorn a p dagogkal point of view indicates that
her interest
along that line will increase when a feehng of
persona
possession is established. In conclusion it
is appropriate
to say "precious things are put m small
packages.
IMOGEN WILKES, A. B.
Laurens, S. C.
"Eat. drink, and be merry, for to-morrozv we die."
ei"GENE," though strongly secretive, is a fluent talker in
evervthing except Latin. The reason is that she is well
versed in two other languages—English and profane Her
desire to become beautiful has led her to try about a
dozen pet hair tonics, and, as a result, there has been a
considerable increase in hair per square centimeter. In
spite of her expansive smile her misdemeanors are
notorious, though she is plainly sober sometimes.
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mEVA MAY WILLIAMS, A. B.
Abbeville, S. C.
"Labor conquers all."
^E\\ is a conscientious little soul; she answers in yeas
and nays. Her conscience saves her from much troiihle.
One sad failing Eva has, which we hope in time she will
outgrow: She worries until results are seen. But, since
these results are always successful, we predict that she
will become conscious of her power.
RUBY WILLIFORD, A.
Anderson, S. C.
B.
'Tis but a part ive sec and not the zvhole."
H Personal contact with Ruby has revealed her sentimental
side. It takes her only a short time to convince one of
"How sweet is Love." The pet name "Frisk," she ob-
tained m an unusual manner. She is slow to anger and
has a big heart toward all.
ANNIE A. WILSON, A. B.
Darlington, S. C.
"This lady, prime and neat—
Aside from being sivect—
Hails from a South Carolina town,
And is a darling from Darlington."
^Some think there is virtue in being an inspiration to
others. And no doubt this is true, but ask i'\NNiE what
amount of virtue is there in being an opportunity ! ! In
this respect we may consider her also a virtuous maid,
for this self-same thing she has accomplished without the
help of any but what was I saying? Oh, yes, Annie
likes up country fine, but I believe after all she prefers
"Cross-land."
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ANNIE CAROLINE WILSON, A.
Lancaster, S. C.
B.
'"Tis not zvhat sin- does that c.valls her. but -uihat she
would do."
<1 Annie is fortunate in having a face that speaks for
itself. One glance at her eyes will tell you that she does
not take life seriously. Her favorite occupation is "star
o-azing," especially since she has studied astronomy.
Annie has at last discovered wherein her real talent hes.
It is in public speaking. With her art of extemporaneous
speaking there is little doubt but that she will soon be a
leader among the suffragettes.
EUZELIA WILSON, A. P..
HoNEA Path, S. C.
"Study to be quiet."
^"Zelia" is aiiotht-r jolly, happy-go-lucky, sweet-disposi-
tioned, sweet-tempered, attractive, neat, care-free member
of old '13. She believes in performing each duty in the
best possible manner; in fact, she is an all-round good girl.
We predict for her a happy future in a "model home" all
her own.
EMMA C. WOODRUFF, A. B.
Darlington, S. C.
"A college joke to cure the blues."
€lWell mav this damsel assume her most serious look,
for is she 'not our prophet? Her prophecies are_ firmly
believed in ; a girl would no sooner think of doubting her
future, as laid down by this soothsayer, than an ancient
Roman would doubt the Oracle of Delphi. "Em" is your
best friend at all times; when you are blue and disconso-
late hunt up your old '13 annual, look up "Em," and read
the inscription below her name; it is true to life as all
her friends will testify.
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HELEN WOODS, A. B.
Darlington, S. C.
"Judge her not by her actions."
*I Somehow or other the curious name of "Hel" got stuck
to this piece of humanity. She is a very Hvely specimen,
and can be heard a good while before she is seen. If any
one is in need of a true, steady friend, however, she could
not make a better choice than Helen. She has a sunny,
amiable disposition that very seldom gets out of fix.
Taken all around she is a good old "gal."
DORIAN YARBOROUGH, A. B.
Columbia, S. C.
"It talked; Lord, hoiv it talked!"
<ILook at her, dear reader! Judge for yourself what her
character might, would, or should be. I know not, neither
does any one else. When I am just on the point of dis-
covering her inner self, she immediately changes; fnr
so varied is her nature that she is never the same two
consecutive minutes. As to her ambitions—nay, I will not
tell you.
JO ANNA YARBOROUGH, A. B.
Lowryville, S. C.
"/ present you with a lady of worthy and coming in
mathematics."
^JDear Jo Anna Eliza Corbal Smith Yarborough,
known among the girls as plain "Jo," is Winthrop's
Bureau of Information. The most constantly used word
in this bureau is Survey. I wonder why? Suppose you
ask "LyIe." Notice in this picture that a record-breaking
event has just taken place. "Jo" has her mouth shut!
Can she talk? Gee whiz, yes!
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FRANCES EILEENE YOUNG, A. B.
MOUNTVILLE, S. C.
'Be checked for silence, but nez'er taxed for speecli."
<g|EiLEENE is a quiet, unassuming person until you know
her, for her motto is "True worth is in being, not seeming."
Those who know her well are very familiar with her
wit, goodness, and loving disposition. She has won
scores of friends during her life here at Winthrop.
i
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*(©ur" llistorp
3 'I' is with pleasure tliat we wander throngh the maze of memory andcall to mind all our ex]:)eriences of college life. It is pleasant, indeed,
for, as a class, we have not had any experiences which put us to
severe trials. Our life here at Winthrop has been a joyful one, and
the only thing we look upon with sadness is the fact that so many of our
classmates who entered with us have dropped out during the four years, just
as we had begun to know and love them.
On September 29, 1909, nearly two hundred and fifty girls, having
successfully passed the entrance examinations or been otherwise admitted,
entered the gates of Winthrop College, and began to be known as Freshmen.
How well do we remember those first days and nights ! We were a miserable
host at first. But we had one consolation—we could always find plenty of
company. Our sister class, the Class of 1911, "was very kind to us, and tried
to make us feel as much at home as possible. We were soon initiated and
then we began to feel as if we were a part (and a great part we were) of the
membership of the college household.
Soon our spell of homesickness wore off, and we began to look forward
to Thanksgiving and ultimately to the Christmas holidays. We were so
anxious to go home at this season in order that we, too, might discuss college
deeds and adventures with our friends who had entered before us, and had
given such glowing accounts of college life. But this glorious reality came
and ended all too soon, for we found ourselves on the verge of our first
stumbling-block, alias mid-term examinations. Nothing else of very great
importance happened to us this year, except our illustrious achievements in
basket-ball and tennis Although we did not win the basket-ball banner that
year we did well, and in tennis we received the trophy cup.
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^rinis our Freshman year at college was completed without any sernms
nushaps; and, as is customary with In-eshmen, A'ery few of us remained for
the commencement exercises, hut left immediately after examinations.
The next Septemher we returned as Soijhomores. Our Soph(iniore year
was, by the way, a crowning success, in our own estimation. It was such
fun 'to tease and make fun of the new girls—now that we were no longer
F"reshmen.
Wt.^e soon reorganized our class and got down to doing manual labor,
such as agriculture, cooking, sewing, manual training, etc. We had never
before realized that Johnson Hall and the new Dining Hall had 1)een Inult
especially for us. How stupid it was (jf us not to ha\-e thought of this Ije^fore!
This year, we had the privilege of hearing the artists—Ellen Terry,
Maud Powell, and Creatore.
ddien, too, we met with our usual success in athletics, adding to our hst
of victories a game of tielddiockey, won over the Freshman-Junior Team.
After another short vacation, we came back to Winthrop to spend the
latter half of our college life, and, incidently, to pedagogy and psychology.
The enrollment this yeaV was the greatest in the history of the college. Over
seven hundred and fifty students registered on the opening day. We made
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our first attempt at self-government this year, and, as a result, the Student
Government Association was organized. Every one worked enthusiastically.
Good records were made in the literary societies, Y. W. C. A., in the class-
room, athletics, U. D. C., and a few even made a good record in the S. G. A.
Altogether, our Junior year was marked by accomplishments in many
phases of college life. Who will ever forget the Junior reception with its
glorious punch and banquet?
And now, at last, we have reached the height of our ambition—Seniority.
As we gaze backward over our four years of college life we are conscious
of being guilty of the sins of both omission and commission.
In a few months, the class, "Largest of any, ever the best," will have
passed out from the doors of Winthrop forever; and, although we shall be
scattered into various paths, it shall be our bodies alone that will be separated
one from another, for we shall surely be together in spirit.
We leave here with a feeling of both joy and sorrow. We are glad that
our hard work is completed, but we are sad to think of leaving dear old
Winthrop forever. No matter where Fortune may lead us, we shall always
be loyal and true to our Alma Mater, who has safely sheltered us for the
past four years. And whatever our lot may be, and regardless of the task
we have to perform, we shall grasp it with a will, and, thinking of our class
motto, "Facere aut moriri," we shall conquer in the end.
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*'©ur'' ^ropl)er5
T has been four years since we came to the island of the
Thirteeners. What happy four years they had been too;
for in that time we had estabhshed a sutTragette island,
away off in an unknown sea, on which lived no one except-
ing the members of our class at Winthrop, the dear old
Class of 1913! Since we had been ruled and bossed so
much at college, we all decided to go to a place where we
should be the bosses. Before we went, however, we gained the solemn
promise from our beloved president, Debe, to make us a visit during the fifth
year of our republic.
That time had come and we were all anxiously awaiting his arrival. The
day was warm and clear, showing that even nature was in sympathy with
us,' and was doing her part towards making the day as joyous as possible.
Mayor McNab and I hurried across the city, and on reaching the aerial
station, on .the water front, summoned the elevator boy. When we arrived
at the top we found several prominent citizens there awaiting us. Among
these were. Aldermen Margaret Evans, Kate Martin, Constance Porter,
Margaret Edwards, Alma Creighton, Nellie Newton, and Judge Lucy
Plunkett, of the supreme court. Ofi to one side Maude Pearcy, the skilled
aeroplane mechanic, with her instruments, was waiting in readiness. It was
now an hour past the time we had looked for Debe to come, and of course
we were very much concerned. Alderman Evans suggested that probably
some careless girl had forgotten to hand in a registration card or to give
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a salisracl()r\- cxplaiialii ni of an tincxcused aljseiice. Alderman Newton
sui^yested that i)robal)ly he was out looking- for \-alual)le information and
nicidentall)- a little money.
Again we to(ik u]) our telescopes and scanned the horizon to discover
to our great joy a tiny speck in the distance. As it came nearer we recognized
that it was reallv Debe. The aldermen in a flurry were asking each other in
sulxlued tones if all traces of chewing-gum had Ijeen remiwed, and if we
were sure that all the officials had their sleeves down. There was great
excitement as mechanic Pearcy helped make fast the machine to the platform.
Del;)e alighted and gave all of us a cordial handshake, remarking: 'AVell,
this does show^ the proper Winthrop spirit." We all went downstairs, and,
on leaving the elevator, Debe recognized Hattie Brunson, Bertha Barton,
Lucile Jeffords, Dorothy Piatt, Bennie Adams, and Georgia Neal among the
loafers. Aftfer speaking to these very cordially we got into an automobile
that w^as waiting at the curb. He was ^•ery much surprised to find that the
chauffeur was no other than Floride Harris. After a few minutes of greet-
mg and directions to chauffeur Harris, we spun down Main Street, and drew
up in front of the Kittles Hotel. On alighting, we went into the hotel and
sent out porter Tom Broyles for the luggage. We registered in the book
thrust over the desk by clerk Jessie Nail. As we were going up the steps
the proprietor, Stella Kittles, bore down upon us in a breezy manner to shake
Debe's hand. She then ushered us into a spacious dining hall, where waiter
Susie Lindsay came to take our orders. She brought a sumptuous repast
composed of the following:
FRIED PIPPINS SALLY
PEARLE GRITS
BAKED HASH BAKED PIPPINS
APRICOTS
COCOANUT PIE RAW PIPPINS
After we had finished this bancjuet, which I3ebe enjoyed very much, w-e drank
his health in "Winthrop spirits." We then took him sightseeing o\'er our
island. On leaving the hotel we went to the department store owned by
Julia Dominick. Anna Lewis, and Lilly Martin, the competent floorwalkers,
stepped up to serve us. They informed us that the latest fresh vegetables,
eggs, and butter had been brought in that morning by farmer Annie A.
Wilson, wiio ran a prosperous farm near town. We saw- among the new
grocery clerks, Carrie Coleman, May Smith, Catherine b^rew. Pearl Clardy,
Vivian AUgood, and Rowena McDermon. At a near-by ribbon counter, gaily
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dressed, stood Bill Fant eagerly waiting to tell the
custoniersthe latest fads
in ribbons. Towards the back of the store we saw the
toll.nvmg sign:
"Elizabeth Van Wyck, authority on the newest hau-dressmg.
After a careful inspection of everything that
interested our guest ni
the department store we left. On reaching the street, we noticed
a larg^
crowd pressing around the courthouse: of course our
uiterest was aroused,
and we hurried to the scene of action. On reaching the crowd and
on learn-
ing that a yery important case was to be tried that
morning, we went mto the
court room. We hadn't been in there many minutes before Judge Plunl<ett
and several lawyers came in. After chief of police,
Connor, had brought m
the prisoner, and after every one was settled m his
place. Judge Plunkett
called the court to order, and clerk of court, Mayme Cohan, read
the affidavit.
We were very much surprised to f^nd that the prisoner was none
other tlian
Dee Causey, charged with recaUing her old love
affairs. The witnesses were
Florrie Langston, Ruby Durant, Lila Best, Kate McManus, and
Ruth Ead)'
.\fter being ^duly sworn, they all testified that they had heard
her ,n a wistfu
and dreamy way talk of these tender memories. After
several witnesses had
taken the stand, the prosecuting attorney, Hon. Callie
Jones, made a thn hng
speech bringing out the utter disregard of our code.
Immediately on taking
her seat, Hon. Dorian Yarborough arose and made a torcefu
plea for he
prisoner Judge Plunkett then charged the jury, composed
of
;
blythe
Weston Helen Phelps, Marguerite Dunn, Emmie R. Sams, Ada
Brockington,
Eileen Young, Mattie McCracken. Maybelle Hunter, Gladys
Skinner, Virgie
Mayfield, and Lillian Salters, foreman. After this they
retired_ to the jury
room and the court was adjourned, awaiting their decision. 1
he jury brought
back the decision of guilty, and the sentence pr(.nounced
that the prisoner
should not be allowed for a week to talk on any sul^ject
but that which
directly concerned the state. After the judge had adjourned court
we went
to the hotel for the night.
, ^ ^ + <.,.f,.
\s the next day was Sunday we all went to church at
ten-twenty.
Before the service commenced, the organist, EUa May Cummings,
played a
beautiful selection. During this selection the pastor. Rev.
Bertha O. Smith,
came up a side aisle and took her place on the pulpit.
After the smgmg of a
hymn, the ushers-Mary Barratt. Rebecca Wicker, Edith
Austin, Pear e
Collier May Belle Avery, and Edith Rogers—took up the collection.
Wule
this was being done the choir-composed of Helen Woods,
Manon Riley,
Hattie Palmer, Sadie Richards, Ruth Watkins, and
Pearle Clarke-sang a
portion of the welEbeloved and time-worn Gallia. Rev.
Bertha O. Snuth
preached an inspiring missionary sermon. At the
conclusion of the service
Debe was stopped by a number of his old friends to shake
hands. Some of
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these were, Cora Smith, Annie Shirley, Anna Rankin, Ora Gandy, and
Emily Jones. As we were leaving the church, Ruth Wannamaker rushed up
to ask us tt) dine with her at her home, an invitation which we gladly accepted.
We went out to the gate, where Mary Ellis was waiting for us in her auto-
mobile. After a delightful little ride through the city, we came to the
beautiful home where these two lived. We found there awaiting us, Anna
Cherry Schorb, Nell Pegues, Annie C. Wilson, and Ruby Willi ford, whom
our hosts had invited to spend the day with their old "boss." After spend-
ing a delightful day, our hosts took us back to the hotel in their car.
1die next day Mamie Dunovant 'phoned to us that she had arranged a
box party for our guest at the theater that night, and that she would call
at eight-thirty that evening for us. At the appointed time, chauffeur Meta
Johnson came in the hotel to tell us that the car was waiting for us. We
went out and got into a limousine in which we recognized several old friends,
Annie Miller, Ina Anderson, Ruth Whitlock, and our host. On reaching
the theater, the first attraction that caught our eye was the large hand-painted
sign, done by the celebrated artist, Edith Eraser. On passing in, we saw a
few of our friends there before us; among whom were, Caroline Cuttino,
Mercedes Buckner, Hattie McMurray, Sara Ann Melette, Janette Gore,
Claudine Skelton, and many others. Ushers Mary Huey and Catherine
Macauley took us up to our box. After we were seated, we glanced over the
programme. The name of the play was "1913 at Winthrop." On looking
closer we saw that the author of the drama was Harriet Herbert, and that
the following were down as star actors, LuciJe Melton, Rosamond Burdine,
Eudora Kirk, Esther Rembert, Alma Lupo, and Sadie Myers. Before the
play, the orchestra—composed of Sara Calvert, Elizabeth Martin, Mary
Gordon, Olive Knight, Jessie McCullough, Ora Jordan, Gracie Patrick, and
Eva Jones
—
played several selections. The performance was unusually good,
especially some acrobatic stunts done by Louise Coleman and Gussie Calhoun.
The music for the play, written by Alice Jones, was well rendered by the
following chorus girls: Annie Budd Kendrick, Mary Edwards, Erances
Stickney, Emmie C. Sams, Eleanor Hughson, Lucy Edwards, Dora Dick,
and Jessie Lee Blackmon.
On leaving the box, we were met by Dr. Geneva Murray, the island
physician, and May Pyatt, the noted trained nurse, who came up to shake
hands with Debe. Since they had been to see him on the average of twice a
day, at college, we can readily understand why they were so glad to see him.
After a little chat with these noted people, we passed on out to the auto-
mobile. When we arrived at the hotel we found that Wallie McCown,
Susie Rabb, Joe Yarborough, Lillian Shirley, Lucile Lemon, and Sara Rudd
had been to call in our absence.
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As the next clay was Debe's last, we started out early to see some more
of the wonderful island.
After an hour or two of rambling around, we returned to the hotel,
where some of the citizens had prepared a banquet for Debe. We were met
in the reception hall by Viola Ferguson, Oneida Turner, Bessie Vaughn, and
Lillian Kibler, who took us around to speak to some more of our hosts;
among these were. Sallie Lay, Ernestine Wicker, Mary Hughes, Marguerite
Furse, and Eva May Williams. After talking with each other for almost
an hour, dinner was announced by the headwaiter, Elizabeth Ravenel. We
all went upstairs and were served to a sumptuous dinner by the following
waiters: Lizzie Heape, Beulah, Hiers, Maurie Simpson, and Euzelia Wilson.
At the conclusion of the last course, Lillian Snelgrove arose and said
that since toast was so popular with Winthrop girls, we thought a few
samples would not be out of place. She called for the following toasts to be
responded
:
"Our President" Myrtle Robertson
"1913 of the Past" Minnie Stanley
"Our Sister Class, 1915" Alice Tolbert
"Winthrop, Our Alma Mater" Imogen Wilkes
"1913 of the Future" Daisy Varn
The toastmaster then asked Ruth Pinson to recite the class poem on this
fitting occasion.
After the banquet was over, Mayor McNab, the aldermen, and L
escorted Del^e to the aerial station from which he was to fly. In a little
while he was flying towards home, and the breeze brought us this refrain
from him
:
"Largest of any, ever the best
;
Finest of many, in every test
;
Lucky, plucky, dandy, keen,
Is your class of old '13."
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"(Bur iast ®KtU anU Cestammt
j';^ State of South Carolina,.
'
', County of York,
;
,. Winthrop College.
".
We, the Senior Class of 1913, of said state, county, and college,
wisliing to lea\'e to the dearly beloved matrons of Winthrop College a few-
gentle reminders of our past existence, do make, ordain, publish, and declare
this as, and for, our last will and testament.
Item I. We will and direct that our executors, hereinafter named, shall
pay all of our just debts with the surplus fund of class spirit left with our
devoted sisters, the Class of 1915.
Item II. We will, devise, and bequeath to our eagle-eyed head matron
all collars approaching the size of an ordinary sailor collar.
Item III. We will and bequeath to our true friend, "Mother." all short
sleeves, especially those rolled in the style of the washerwoman.
Item IV. To our newly appointed, but most highly honored matron,
Mrs. Funkhouser, we leave all pins, chewing-gum, tacks, and soap which may
l)e found on the walls after her year of diligent inspection. We also leave
her all noise (if there be any) on Senior Hall immediately after the seven
o'clock bell.
Item V. To Mrs. Bell we render our most heartfelt thanks that we
had to endure only one limited l^read meal. (If the young ladies at the other
end of the dining hall did not hear, please pass it down the line. )
Item VI. We do will to Miss Chamberlayne, our highly esteemed
Practice Home matron, all cobwebs and dust which may be found in the
studv. We also render her most huml)le thanks for our efficient training- in
home-makmg, which the "promising young farmers" of South Carohna will
greatly appreciate.
Item VII. To Mrs. Carroll we will all text-books with carefully erased
marks, most earnestly hoping that her sharp eyes will not detect any signs
whatever of the said marks.
Item VIII. We hereby nominate, constitute, and appoint J. W.
Thompson as executor of this our last will and testament; and if J. W.
Thompson, shall for any cause not qualify as such, then we nominate,
constitute, and appoint W. D. Magginis as executor of this our last will and
testament.
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In witness whereof 1 herennto set my hand and seal this third day of
June, 1913.
(Seal) L. L. Plunkett.
Signed, sealed, puhlished, and declared by Class of 1913 as, and for,
their last will and testament, in the presence of us, who, in his presence, and
of each other, at his re(|uest, ha\'e sul)scri])ed our names as witnesses.
E. C. CoKER, Rock Hill, S. C.
J. E. Walmsley, Rock Hill, S. C.
James P. Kinard, Rock Elill, S. C.
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junior Class
'
Mollo: "It is not to be wiser than necessary"
Colors: Blue and Gold Flower: Yellow Jessamine
OFFICERS
ELLA WILKES President
VIRGINIA TAYLOR Vice-President
FRANCES MARSHALL Secretary
MARY HESTER MENDENHALL Treasurer
Gwendolyn Able
LuciLE Alverson
Grace Anderson
Ruth Anderson
May Antley
Mabel Ashe
Annis Barron
Sarah Black
Gertrude Bowland
Sadie Bourne
Estelle Bowers
May Bowman
Anna Bradley
Elizabeth Breazeale
Gladys Bridges
Nan C. Brown
Ruth E. Brown
Leila Bryant
Nanna Bush
Ollie Byers
Josephine Byrum
Ruth Carraway'
Isabel Clarke
Ruth Clarke
Elmira Cochran
M. Emma Cooper
Ella Mae Courtney
EcciE Cox
Ella Cross
Lois Crouch
Ernestine Daniels
Olive Dixon
lula doar
Ruth Dorrill
CLASS ROLL
Lois Dukes
Georgia Belle Dulin
Katharine Edwards
Eliza Ervin
Tweedie Pickling
Enice Fitts
Alma Funchess
Julia Gaillard
Earnest Gandy
Annie Gantt
Edmonia Garrett
Annie Gassaway
Emma E. Gassaway
Emma H, Gassaway
Emily Glaze
Alice Gregg
Lillian Hand
Hattie Hanks
Sarah Harley
Anna Harms
Lillian Holtzclaw
Mary Howard
Mary H. Hughey
Sara James
Minnie Justus
Alma Knight
Nina Lewis
Eunice Long
Ida McAlister
Edwina McCullough
Lera McCown
Sallie McCown
Bessie McKensie
Amelia McNab
Marie McNair
Margaret Marion
Frances Marshall
Ella May Martin
Mary Massey
Mattie Matheny
Elizaketh Maulden
Mary H. Mendenhall
Catherine Moore
Rose Nickols
Etha Palmer
Belle Polier
Nellie Rambo
Virginia Rambo
Katie Rogers
Tattie Sandifer
Nannie Smith
Carrie Smoak
Agnes Speights
Annie Stevenson
Willie Stewart
Eliza Sullivan
G. Virginia Taylor
Sallie May Tillman
Marguerite Tolbert
Mary Trott
Mary Wallace
Helena Weinberg
Flora White
Ella Wilkes
Annie May Williams
Clara Woods
Katie Yarborough
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»t)ort WiQtov^ of f1)f58attlesl)ip'*Class of '14."
Capt. «. <©. ajilhcB, Cammantiins (Bttkct
^
N September 19, 1910, the battleship Class of '14 was launched out
from the harbor of "Home" into the high seas of Winthrop. Here
it began its cruise against its formidable enemy, Ignorance. This
^^ell-known vessel \\-as commanded by Capt. E. O. Wilkes, and was
uianned h\ a crew of one hundred and thirty-two sailors.
The plan was, first of all, to seize the port of Freshmanism, in the
Land of Verdure. This stronghold was in charge of Captain Math, whose
staff was composed of such famous officers as Lieutenants Sewing and
Drawing". After a siege of nine long months, during which the attacking
vessel underwent much privation, this port was gained, and Captain Wilkes
ga\'e the sailors a three months' furlough before beginning the next siege.
The following fall, the vessel began the attack on the enemy's fortifica-
tion at the island of "Little u and Big L" the industrial country. The conflict
here was more severe than the preceding one, but the pluck}^ little ship, with
its capable captain and crew, finally gained full possession of this isle, and
entirely conquered the native tribes of Agriculture and Manual Training.
The dear old vessel, somewhat the worse for wear, after this last
strenuous year, went into the dry dock for repairs.
These being completed by September, 1912, the crew again embarked to
continue its cruise—the ultimate aim of which was to gain "Senior Port."
The only available route was around "Junior Continent," the inhabitants of
which were, however, friendly to the cause espoused by the vessel, except
those in the warlike states of Ped and Psy. Yet these have been valiantly
subdued during the past year, and the course now lies clear to "Senior Port."
If this land of dreadful "Models" is con(|uered, Ignorance will be com-
pelled to sue f()r peace, and the "diploma treaty" will be signed.
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)opl)omorc Class
Motto: "We'll lind a wav or make one"
Colors: Garnet and Gray ^^^/oz.^-; Red Carnation
OFFICERS
RUTH THOMASSON President
MARGARET CHEYNE Vice-President
ALTA ANDERSON Secretary
VIRGINIA OWENS : : Treasurer
Lena^ Adair
Alta Anderson
Jessie Anderson
Mary Attaway
Laura Bailey
LiLLiE Barr
Marjorie Bark
Clifford Barratt
Blonde Barton
Sadie Bell
Ruth Berry
Ernestine Boinneau
Grace Bonneau
Lucy Bowers
Pamela Bradham
Claudia Brown
Agnes Bryan
Anna Brown
Mary Butler
Mattie Barton
Alma Chapman
Margaret Cheyne
Sadie Clarke
Edith Clayton
Helen Coker
Edith Cole
EuLALiE Coleman
Elizabeth Connelly
Eulalie Cook
Emmie L. Cooper
Mary Craig
Ruth Crouch
Jennie Gulp
CLASS ROLL
EuRELiA Cunningham
Agnes Curlee
Innis Cuttino
Julia Cuttino
Mary Lou Dibble
Mary C. Dibble
Jennie M. Dill
Minnie Drake
Eloise Dublin
Olive Dukes
Amy Eady
Edith Ea sterling
Madge Edwards
Sara Edwards
Susie Edwards
Blanche Edwins
Pansy Edwins
Louise Emerson
Essie Ergle
Edna Etheridge
Mabel Leigh Evans
Mary T. Fletcher
Nathalie Forsythe
Olive Gandy
Tinnie Garrison
May Garner
Annie Mae Gentry
Marguerite Goodwin.
Hattie Googe
Frances Green
Marie Gregory
Louise Griffin
LuciLE Gunter
Elizabeth Hallman
Charlotte Harrall
May Harrelson
Florence Hemingway
Ruth Hiers
Kate Hines
Ella Hunter
Lola Hunter
Ella Jacobs
Rebecca James
Winnie Jeans
Martha Jen kin son
Virginia Jenntng
Jerome Johnson
Susie Johnson
Daisy Jones
Katherine Josey
Eunice Keel
Annie L. Langfokd
Louise Lide
Katherine Lindsay
Clare Lovvman
Helen Martin
Katherine Mayes
Frances Melette
Mary Melette
Anna R. Miller
Frances M. Milling
Ben N IE Moore
Norma Moore
Louise Macfarlan
Grace MacDowell
Helen McDill
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^opt)Omore Cla^^— Continued
Elizabeth McElrath
Fay McHugh
Florence McIntosh
Inez McLaurin
Annie Mae McLendon
Annis Nichols
Virginia Owens
Marie Philpot
Adele Pitts
Blanche Plexico
Hannah Plovvden
Lottie Poole
Julia Porter
Susie Powell
Charlotte Pyatt
Elliott Quinn
Mary Lee Rankin
Carita Randle
Grace Reagin
Emmie Reed
Martha Richardson
Pearl Riggs
Frances Riley
Alice Rivers
Love Rivers
Meta Rogers
Nora Rogers
Maggie May Seale
Evie S hands
Eunice Shealey
Floy Shealey
Ruth Shuyler
Lila Smith
Louise Sowell
Blanche Stewart
Valeria Still
Alice Stribling
Elizabeth Stribling
Grace Stribling
Kathleen Sullivan
Lillian Sweentenberg
Lula Therrel
Ruth Thomasson
Flora Timmons
Helen Tolbert
Madeline Truesdale
Sammie Waldrep
Ruth Walker
Kella Watson
Sara Whetsell
Ruby Williams
Ethel Wynn
Christine Wise
AziLE WOFFORD
Kate Wofford
Gertrude Young
Margaret Young
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Hifiitorp of ti)e ^opl)omore Class
^p^ HE Class of 1915, having passed successfully through the verdant/ period of Freshmanhood, arrived all too soon at that stage in its
^^^^ life, designated hy the unpopular name Sophomore, but its members
were not at all Sophomorical. The same quiet dignity and
becoming modesty, which characterized the class throughout the first period
of its history, remained with it. The various vicissitucks of fortune—now
victory, then defeat—through which the class passed, taught every individual
member the great lesson of self-control and poise. Since this is not a
eulogy, but a history of the Class of 1915, it must be related that—before
that great lesson was learned, howe\'er—mistakes were made which were
detrimental to the class. Nevertheless, those were few, and the class con-
tinued its rapid ascent up the broad and high stairway which leads to
Knoivlcdge.
As the Sophomores were seeking The Heights of Knowh''dgc, they were
keenly interested in every course of study laid down in their college cur-
riculum, but they delved most eagerly into the industrial subjects. They
delighted in soh'ing the mysteries of the pantry, or in transforming a square
of paper into an exact, guaranteed-to-fit pattern, and their greatest joy was
derived from the extensive field tri])s taken for the purpose of observing
agricultural experiments.
The Sophomores, despite their conscientious application to their studies,
and their careful forbearance in e\'en the mildest forms of hazing, were
dubbed haughty and bigoted by their younger sister. That criticism was
i
not just. It may be conceded, however, that they did not give the Class of
1916 the attention and indulgence naturally expected by a child so young
and unsophisticated, but they left that pleasant duty for their older sister,
whose interest was not centered elsewhere.
The Class of 1915 has its faults, but its sterling worth is ever evident.
It has already reached the second landing in the stairway leading to The
Heights of Knowledge, and with the motto, "We'll find a way or make one,"
ever in mind, the rest of the ascent looks easy.
I
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wJfrf6l)man Class
Colors: Black and Gold Flozvcr: Jessamine
OFFICEKS
MABEL BOOTH President
ROSE HERBERT Vice-President
MARY C. DIBBLE Secretary
MARGARET SHAW : Treasurer
A BRA MS, Gertrude
Adams, Annie Tee
Adair, Lena B.
Allein, Loula
Allen, Frances
Allen, Pearl
Armstrong, Jessie
Armstrong, Merlee
Atkins, Alexina
Barnett, Gertrude
Barre, Cecile
Bauer, Esther
Baxley, Elizabeth
Bell, Florence
Bell, Sadie
Black, Lida
Black, Sophie
Blood, Charlotte
Boggs, Annie
BoGGS, Annie Lee
Bonneau, Marguerite
Booth, Mabel
boswell, lucile
Bowers, Clara
Bowers, Lucy
Boyd, Genevieve
Bramlette, Pattye
Brown, Evaline
Brown, Florence
Brown, Lillian
Buckner, Gladys
Cannon, Alice
Carmichael, Flora
Carothers, Eva
Carter, Nelle
Castles, Nancy
Caughman, Annie
Causley, Marie
Cecil, Isabel
Chandler, Alice
Chappell, Isabel
CLASS KOLL
Chappell, Leah
Childress, Julia
Clinton, Annie
Coleman, Ina
Coleman, Margaret
Coleman, Mary
CooLEY, Mattie Lee
Corley, Vera
Cloud, Mary
Craig, Sara
Crawford, Mary
Cromer, Mary
Crowther, Hazel
Culp, Jennie S.
Davis, Winona
Dees, Rachel
Delleney', Hattie
De Loache, Meta
Dent, Glady's
Dent, Lucile
De Treville, Catherine
Dibble, Mary C.
Dixon, Rosamond
Dominick, Bessie
Donald, Maude
DoRN, Henrietta
Douglas, Millie
Doyle, Margaret
Drakeford, Mary Joe
DuBose, Caroline
DuBosE, Elise
Duckworth, Lucile
Dunlap, Cara
Dwight, Ida
Elleebe. Mary S.
Ellis, Lillie R.
Ergle, Essie
Evans, Edna
Evans, Lula
Etheredge, Charlotte
Faucett, Effie
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Fewell, Lula
Fewell, Ray
Field, Gordan
Finch, Mary
Finney, Hattie
Fletcher, Pearl
Eraser, Amelia
Free, Madge
Galphin, Louise
Gallman, Willie
Gassaway, Lola
Gower, Susan
Gray, Clifton
Guess, Catherine
Hall, Gladys
Harman, Alline
Harvey', Pearl
Hartzell, Doris
Haskell, Sara
Hawkins, Kathleen
Herbert, Mary
Herbert, Rose
Hester, Lois
Hicklin, Frances
Hicklin, Helen
Hiers, Elizabeth
Hiers, Lessie
Hill, Mary E.
HiNES, Cornelia
Hodges, Margaret
Hollingsworth, Idalia
Hook, Rennie
Hungerpiller. Desir
Hunter, Agnes
HuTOFF, Hazel
Jacobs, Annie
James, Myrtle
James, Pauline
Jennings, Catherine
Jeter, Marie
Jones, Sallie
i
jfrc^ljman Cla^jSf—Continued
Kellam, Elizabeth
Kerr, Jennie Lee
KiBLER, Annie
Langston, Marie
Leaman, Gertrude
Levin, Pauline
Lewis, Mary Helen
LiGON, Lou Ellen
LiTTLEjoHN, Julia
Lofton, Frances
Logan, Lula M.
Lowry, Sara
LuDWiCK, Louise
McCown, Louise
McCuTCHEN, Ella
McKagen, Cecile
McLuRE, Jean
McLurkin, Ruth
McMuKRAY, Esther
Maddox, Alpha
Marshall, Lalla
Martin, Alice
Martin, Fannie B.
MiMS, Viola
Mitchell, Marie
MiXSON, CORINNE
Montgomery, Evelyn
MooRE, Beulah
Moore, Hattie M.
Moore, Ina
Moore, Mary
Murray, Marie
Myers, Inez
Neely, Annie Mae
NoRRis, Essie
Odom, Alice Lee
Pack, Grace
Padgett, Martha Sue
Padgett, Myrtle
Padgett, Sadie
Parks, Lillie Louise
Patterson, Joanna
Pennell, Nannie
Perrin, Lula
Pitts, Katie
Platt, Kate
Prentiss, Anna
Prince, Belle
Purkerson, Mattte
QuiNN, Candace
Rabb, Annie
Rabb, Kathryn
Ratteree, Willie Mae
Reynolds, Virginia
Rhame, Ruth
Richards, Frances
Richards, Marion
Rivers, Elizabeth
Robinson, Rosa •
Rogers, Eva
Rogers, Virginia
Rollings, Ruth
Rose, Lillian
Saito, Uta
Scarborough, Marguerite
Seabeook, Sophia
Sellers, Mildred
Seymour, Ruth
Shaw, Margaret
Shealy, Julia E.
Simmons, Sara
Simpson, Florrie
Smith, Edmee
Smith, Ellen
Smith, Ethel
Smith, May
Sompayrac, Margaret
Stack, Sara
Steele, Claire
Stevenson, Esther
Stevenson, Gertrude
Strait, Isabel
Stribling, Beth
Sturgis, Ammie
Surer, Essie May
Tennent, Cornelia
Thomas, Mattie
TiMMONS, Orlena
ToBiN, Emily
TOLBERT, MeTA
ToMLXNSON, Ruth
Tompkins, Grace
Toole, Floy
Vroman, Nora Lee
Walker, Alice
Walsh, Masy
Watkins, Lois
Weeks, May
Wells, Dorrie Lee
West, Annie
Witeeler, Helen R.
Whitlock, Grace
Wilkes, Kathleen
WiLLiFORD, Margaret
Wilson, Mary Ellen
Wilson, Melita
WiTHERSPOON, HeSSIE
Woodward, Bernice
Ziegler, Louise
I
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u
jfresi)man Class f^istorp
m the jolly class of "Sweet Sixteen." The seventeenthof September marks the date of our birth into college.E arecla_ySome of us had realized our fondest hopes on entering
college proper, having been subcoUegiates the year before,
while others for the first time viewed the large buildings, and realized that
within their walls they were to spend four long years.
Do you ask me if we were homesick? Yes, and exceedingly so. Many
were the ones that sobbed themselves to sleep at night for the first few days.
However, most of us survived this attack, and in a short while we had
settled down to hard work. Before many weeks had passed we had learned
the significance of the little word "slip," and as a result we lived in constant
dread of getting one.
Thus it was that we began our college career with alDOut two hundred
and thirty girls. A few have fallen from our ranks from time to time, but we
are glad to say that there are only a few.
In November a class meeting was held, and
elected: President, Miss Mabel Booth; vice-president. Miss Rose Herbert;
secretary, Miss Mary C. Dibble; treasurer, Miss Margaret Shaw.
Our class boasts of some good athletes, who may win laurels for us on
the athletic field in the future. Who knows but what poets and novelists too
are hidden somewhere in our midst ?
The class of "Sweet Sixteen" is the first class to enter under the new
arrangement of courses. We hope that this plan will prove a success, and
that our class will be the foundation of its greatness.
the following of^cers were
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^ub'Collegiates
Inez Anderson
Edmonia Blakeney
PATTYE BrAMLETTE
Meda Byrd
Leila Carson
Nettie Clements
Viola Clements
Fannie Cole
Rebecca Coleman
Alleine Cornwall
Lizzie Dominick
Kate Gunter
Gladys Jackson
LORETTA JeRVEY
Estelle Jones
GusTAVA Leslie
Bea Locke
LuGENiA Martin
LuLLiE Miller
Emma Mobley
Nellie Mulkey
Lana Parks
Grace Perry
Nell Peterkin
Martha Roddey
Eugenia Roper
Margaret Sandifer
Annie M. Smarr
Clara Smith
Elise Stroman
Roberta Stephenson
Myrtle Taylor
Vivien ne Todd
Maida Watkins
Pauline Whisonant
Lillian Williams
Delano Wilson
Hattie Wise
Hortense Woodson
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special Class flistorp
3N spite of the fact that the Special Class is not the largest at Winthrop,
it is quite possible that it is the best. While the other classes arc
dividing their energies among the many subjects that they have to
pursue we center our powers on those things that we love best, and
therefore accomplish a great deal.
Of course our stenography class has turned out some famous business
women, who are going to shame men by their progressive methods.
Our dressmakers are of the neatest, and have a bright future before,
them.
The special music pupils, under the auspices of Professor Bauer, have
blossomed out into geniuses.
Certainly the art students have among them many famous artists of the
future.
All the different branches of our class stand together in athletics, and
our history as athletes is well known.
special Class
Motto: "Ad perfectiora"
Colors: Heliotrope and Cream Flower: Heliotrope
OFFICERS
HARRIET BROWN President
CORNELIA THOMAS Vice-President
SUSIE DICK Secretary and Treasurer
Christine Anderson
Mamie Anderson
Sue Bacon
Lina Barr
Maude Barron
Emma Beaty
Margaret Boineau
Maude Bradham
Elizabeth Brown
Harriet Brown
JOSAYE By'ers
Elise Carberry
Annie L. Carothers
Teresa Chandler
Isabel Coleman
SuDiE Cornwall
Julia Cork
Martha Creighton
Lucile Crossland
Sadie Des Portes
Susie Dick
Louise Duncan
Bertha Dunn
Alma Fennell
ISABELLE FeWELL
class roll
Mary Frew
Catherine Garlington
Desir Gilmore
Ola Gunter
Orissa Gunter
Elizabeth Hallman
Jennie Hand
Mary Harllee
Nelleen Hay
Ethel Hoffman
Walter Isaacs
Mary Jaeger
Mary Jenkins
Elise Kaufman
Eleanor Kolb
Mattie Lou McCants
May Belle McLaurin
Patti Major
Ella Mays
Jennie Milling
Emma Mobley
Tallulah Moore
Hattie Muller
Ida Murray
OzELLA Murray
Henree Newell
Havilene O'Donnell
Eunice Oliver
Susie Owens
Bessie Porter
Ida Porter
Elise Priester
Mary Priester
Flow Riddle
Emmie Roberts
Margaret Robbins
Frances Rodrigues
Clyde Smith
Isabel Smith
Nell Smith
LiLA Smith
Effie Stogner
Annie Laurie Suber
Lela Townsend
Annie Thomas
Cornelia Thomas
Annie Whitner
Elizabeth Williams
Sada Williamson
Naine Wilson
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(graduates in Special jWtisic
ANNIE LYNN CAROTHERS
Rock Hill, S. C.
"I pray llice, gciille mortal, play again;
Mine ear is much enamoured of thy note."
qWhen one is beautiful the world looks on her for the
very love of beauty. When one gives music, not of ivory
keys or metal strings, but of her own sweet soul of fantasy,
the world listens—and is still with gladness. Yet beauty
may fade and music become but an echo. True friendship
is stronger than time. When one can hold the love of
friends by her own innate sweetness, then is the world
truly blessed by her being. Who is this, would you ask,
who holds the eyes, the ears, the hearts of all in the
stronghold of her heart? We call her Annie Lynn.
JULIA CORK
Rock Hill, S. C.
"Music hath charms to soothe the savage breast."
^ Julia, although she took her A. B.
degree with the
Class of 1911, found that she loved old Winthrop to:i
much to leave her, so she threw in her lot with the Special
Music girls. She has varied accomplishments, but chiefest
of them is her music, which to both herself and her friends
proves a solace.
tl-^Sv-
O
SADIE DES PORTES
Ridgeway, S. C.
VOICE
"7 feel like a zvlnstle on a peanut stand."
CIThe most womanly woman of us all! Sadie charms us
with her sweet manner as well as her sweet voice. She is
a firm believer in loving her way through life, and the
magic of her kindness is felt by all who know her. The
faculty will be glad to welcome her back next year as one
of their number.
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^ostsratiuatp in iWati)emattcs
HORTENSE ROGERS, M. A.
Bennettsville, S. C.
"Much learning inakclli a woman fit comfiany for herself."
^ L'.ehokl a prodigy—a mathematical genius ! Here is a
young lady who was not content with carrying off the
honors of the regular four years, but she needs must
return to add even more glory to her record as a Winthrop
student. Those who are privileged to know her intimately
testify that she is a true and loyal friend, and a wise and
gentle counselor.
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Ct)e loung WLomtxiQ Ci)ri6tian dissociation
UR education is not complete until we have learned how to
make a success of living, and how to make our surround-
ings a hetter place for others to live in. At Winthrop
Collese this is to he learned in the Young Women's
Christian Association, where the students themselves carry
on this good work, and unite their efforts in the name of
Christianity. It is the purpose of the association to make
a better Christian of every student who bears the name, to make the Christian
life comprehensible and attractive to those students who have not yet found
their way into it, and to make the community life of the college truly
Christian.
Our membership is large—564 students being enrolled. Only a small
per cent of this number can be given actual work in the association, and
these are organized into committees. The chairmen of these committees
compose the cabinet, where the real business of the association is carried on.
Even in the mechanical part of the work we strive to remember the spiritual
part of it, and the end toward which we are working.
Four hundred girls have been enrolled in the nineteen Bible study classes
carried on by the association. These classes meet once a week and are con-
ducted by different association members. The purpose of this work is to
encourage systematic, devotional Bible study for each girl.
The study of missions is not neglected, and two hundred and fifty girls
have been enrolled in twenty-one classes. Short courses in both Bible and
mission study have been conducted during the spring.
A budget amounting to $2,055 has been raised for carrying on the work
of the association in its various branches. This money was collected in a
businesslike yet prayerful way. A part of it goes toward the salary of a
general secretary of the Y. W. C. A. in Madras, India.
Weekly prayer-meetings and daily morning watch services have
strengthened the religious lives of the girls. At these services religion is
made practical to meet the needs of the college girls. Special services were
held at Thanksgiving and Easter, and the week of prayer was faithfully
observed. We were fortunate in having Miss Arnold, of the Presbyterian
Board of Foreign Missions, to speak to us. Misses Conde and Taylor, of
New York, were also welcome, and gave helpful talks.
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Clur association endeavors to extend its intliience, and serves daily
Itniches to the girls not boarding in the dormitories. At Christmas a tree,
planned by the girls, gave much pleasure to the children at a neigiiboring mill.
Through correspondence and the sending of delegates to the Blue Ridge
Conference, our association has kept in close touch with other associations,
and has derived mucli benefit from this source.
One of the most interesting and far-reaching happenings of the year was
the meeting of the Student Council of the Y. W. C. A.'s of South Carolina,,
at Winthrop College, in November. Twenty delegates from other colleges
of the State were present, and we feel that the exchange of ideas at this
meeting was most helpful. The following speakers were present—and their
messages were inspiring and beautiful—Miss Burner, of New York; Misses
Casler and Porter, of Charlotte ; and Miss Lide, of Columbia.
To our new Resident Secretary we would give heart-felt thanks for her
faithful and untiring services in every department of her work. Her life
has been a beautiful example to every girl in school.
We have met with success in much of our work during this past year,
and for this we w^ould give all the praise and glory to our Heavenly Father,
in \\hose name the work was done.
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Cl)c Eural ^cljool 3nipro\)ement association
OFFICERS
FIRST TERM
GEORGIA NEAL President
LILLIAN KIBLER Vice-President
MAUDE PEARCY Corresponding Secretary
CALLIE JONES Recording Secretary
ESTELLE BOWERS ....Treasurer
^-
second term
JO ANNA YARBOROUGH President
JULIA DOMINICK Vice-President
VIRGIE MAYFIELD Corresponding Secretary
FRANCES MARSHALL , Recording Secretary
EILEEN YOUNG Treasurer
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of tl)c il. 13. C.
The Winthrop College Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy is an
active and growing chapter. During the past
year we have accomplished a great deal. The
usual number of literary meetings have been
held, and each member has become more
zealous. At the convention, held in Washing-
ton, we were represented by Miss Elizabeth
Ravenel. At present our chapter is working
on a fund for our hall in the students'
building.
A number of girls have joined our chapter
during the year, still there are many who have
not yet become members. Girls, why is this
true? We do not care to have the strife
between the North and the South renewed,
but we do care to have the deeds of our valiant
soldiers remembered. How could the future
generations know of our heroes, if the women
of the South should neglect this duty? Girls
of Winthrop, it falls to us to do our part in
perpetuating the acts of the noble men. Let
us rally around the cause, and keep the deeds
of our heroes fresh in tlie minds of all in this
our fair Southland,
Ml: I :\
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santteti 3Bausi)ters of ti)e Confederacy
OFFICERS, 1912-13
EDITH L. ERASER - President
JANIE RIVERS Vice-President
ANNA CHERRY SCHORB --..: Recording Secretary
MARY ELLIS - Corresponding Secretary
MARY HOWARD Treasurer
ELIZABETH RAVENEL Registrar
SARA JAMES Annual Editor
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^tutient (go\)ernment Association
Annie Gantt
Vice-President
Katheyn Connor
President
Ruth Holmes Walker
Secretarv
Executive Committee
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1STUDENT GOVERNMENT
A thing called Student Government's come to W. C. to stay,
To make the girls do more tvork by keepin' 'em from play.
There's proctors here an proctors there an proctors all about,
An' the bloomin things'll git you ef you don't watch out!
Nine-fifty's when you're comin back from another person's house;
You'd better come a-creepin' as quiet as a mouse,
An' don't you dare to go a-runnin thro' the hall er shout,
Er the proctor'tl sure git you ef you don't watch out!
III.
An' you'd better not be absent or late to breakfast 'tall;
An' you'd better not go dressin er a-runnin thro' the hall,
'Cause the proctor er Mrs. Shumate one is sure to be about.
An one of 'em'll git you ef you don't watch out!
IV.
So there's nothin' else 'at's left to do 'cept be as good as gold.
An ef you happen to break a rule it'd better soon be told,
'Cause—tho' it hurts their feclin's—it's the truth without a doubt
That the proctors'll shore git vou ef you don't watch out!
E. I. C,
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Collrgc jWarsl^als
CURRY SOCIETY
KATHERINE MARTIN, Chief
EDMONIA GARRETT MARY HESTER MENDENHALL
SALLIE MAY TILLMAN FRANCES MARSHALL
WINTHROP SOCIETY
JULIA GAILLARD , ELLA WILKES
VIRGINIA TAYLOR
'
WILHELMINA FANT
GERTRUDE BOLAND
WADE HAMPTON SOCIETY
LULA DOAR ESTELLE BOWERS
HATTIE HERBERT NAN BROWN
ANNIE GANTT
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OFFICERS
FIRST TERM
LOUISE COLEMAN President
SALLIE CAUSEY Vice-President
ESTHER REMBERT Corresponding Secret.^ry
.ANNIE A. WILSON Recording Secretary
OLIVE KNIGHT Treasurer
second term
MAMIE DUNOVANT : President"
HELEN WOODS Vice-President
EMMA WOODRUFF Corresponding Secretary
MARY BROYLES Recording Secretary
OLIVE KNIGHT Treasurer
THIRD TERM
ESTHER REMBERT President
RUTH WATKINS Vice-President
RUBY DUR-\NT Corresponding Secretary
MARY EDWARDS , Recording Secretary
OLIVE KNIGHT Treasurer
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LOUISE COLEMAN
,
Hi
MAMIE nUNOVAKT
ESTHER REMBEKT
Presidents of Winthkop Societ\'
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OFFICERS
FIRST TERM
CONNIE PORTER President
IMOGEN WILKES : Vice-President
ELIZABETH McNAB Corresponding Secretary
FRANCES MARSHALL Recording Secretary
GUSSIE CALHOUN Treasurer
SECOND TERM
GUSSIE CALHOUN President
SARA CALVERT ; Vice-President
PEARL CLARDY Corresponding Secretary
RUTH EADY Recording Secretary
EDITH AUSTIN... Treasurer
THIRD TERM
MAYME COLVIN President
KATE McMANUS Vice-President
RLTTH EADY Corresponding Secretary
M-AY BEAN Recording Secretary
EDITH AUSTIN Treasurer
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CONSTANCE POkTEK
GUSSIE CALHOUN
MAYME COLVIN
Pkesidents of Cuuky SoCIET^
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OFFICERS
FIRST TERM
SADIE RICHARDS President
LUCIE EDWARDS Vice-President
HELEN PHELPS Recording Secretary
ELIZABETH MARTIN Corresponding Secretary
BLYTHE WESTON Treasurer
second term
HARRIET HERBERT President
HELEN PHELPS Vice-President
MYRTLE ROBERTSON Recording Secretary
ELEANOR HUGHSON Corresponding Secretary
BLYTHE WESTON Treasurer
THIRD TERM
ANNIE BUDD KENDRICK -... President
ANNA CHERRY SCHORB Vice-President
JESSIE NAIL Recording Secretary
PEARL COLLIER Corresponding Secretary
BLYTHE WESTON Treasurer
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SADIE RICHARDS
HARRIET HERBERT
ANNIE EUDD KENDRICK
Presidents of Wade Hampton Society
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TCommencement Speakers
LUCILE MELTON
Winthrop
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EUDORA KIRK
Wade Hampton
m.
Ct)e IKtnttrop CoUese journal ^taff
MARGARET EVANS..... Editor-in-Chief
SADIE MYERS Business Manager
MARGARET MARION } Assistant Business Managers
MARY TROTT j
LILLIAN SALTERS Exchange Editor
CONSTANCE PORTER Y. W. C. A. Editor
LOIS DUKES ]
HARRIET HERBERT , .
WILHELMINA FANT | Literary Editors
VIRGINIA TAYLOR fMAUD PEARCY
|
MARY MASSEY
J
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¥Largest of any, ever the best
;
Finest of many in every test
;
Lucky, plucky, dandy, keen,
Is our class of old '13.
Oh, team of 1913, once more will we meet on the basket-ball court to
try our skill ! This is our last year. For four years have we worked to-
gether. We have failed and succeeded together.
Our team! Ah, who shall dispute it? The best team in the college!
We lost the game last year, but that is past and gone. Lost, did I say?
Yes, but we gained something for Winthrop which will ever be a monument
to our memory. The spirit of true sportsmanship did not seem to be under-
stood. With heads held high, and never a tear, our proud old class, the brave
team in their midst, marched slowly from the field.
The outlook for the coming season is bright indeed. The word failure
is not in our vocabulary. Hope, that grand old watchword, stands ever
before us, beckoning us on.
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CATHERINE MACAULEY, Captain
GENEVA MURRAY, Manager
LINE-UP
HATTIE PALMER Eorward
FRANCES STICKNEY Forward
LUCY PLUNKETT : Center
LOUISE COLEMAN Guard
CATHERINE MACAULEY Guard
FLORRIE LANGSTON Left Field
TOM BROYLES Right Field
YELL
Largest of an^^ ever the best
;
Finest of many, in every test
;
Lucky, plucky, dandy, keen.
Is our class of old '13.
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funior 33asfeet-3SaU i:eam
MARY TROTT, Manager
CATHERINE MOORE, Assistant Manager
LINE-UP
MARY HESTER MENDENHALL Forward
RUTH BROWN Forward
MARIE McNAIR Field
GLADYS BRIDGES Field
LULA DOAR Center
ANNIE STEVENSON Guard
ELLA WILKES - Guard
YELL
Chica-garunk-garunk-garoo
!
Razoo, razoo, Gold and Blue!
Rizzle, razzle, kizzle, kazzle
!
Sis! Boom! Bah!
1914!
Rah, rah, rah
!
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ANNIE MAE GENTRY, Manager
EDITH CLAYTON, Captain
LINE-UP
PANSYE EDWINS Forward
TINNIE GARRISON Forward
EDITH CLAYTON Guard
ELIZABETH CONNELLY Field
AGNES BRYAN Field
NATHALIE FORSYTHE - Center
YELL
l_9-l-5 1-9-1-5
!
That's the grandest class alive
;
Who's so fine or who's so gay.
As the grand old class of the Garnet and Gray
!
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jfrestman JSasfeet-Ball Ceam
KATIE PITTS, Manager
GERTRUDE STEVENSON, Assistant Manager
LINE-XTP
ELLEN SMITH Forward
HENRIETTA DORN - Forward
CLAIRE STEELE Guard
GERTRUDE BARNETT Guard
SUSAN GOWEN Field
GERTRUDE STEVENSON -.Field
HAZEL HUTOFF - Center
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^pcftal iSasftr^Ball Cram
ISABELLE SMITH, Captain
EMMA BEATY, Manager
LINE-UP
WALTER ISAACS Forward
ANNA WHITNER Forward
HARRIET BROWN Guard
MAMIE ANDERSON Guard
ISABELLE SMITH Field
SUDIE CORNWELL Field
ELISE CARBERRY Center
YELL
We are Specials born,
And we are Specials bred
;
•
•
And when we die
We'll be Specials dead.
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"#ur" Centtis Cluft
MYRTLE ROBERTSON
RUTH WATKINS
MARGARET EVANS
RUBY DURANT
LIZZIE HEAPE
ESTHER REMBERT
FLORRIE LANGSTON
EDITH AUSTIN
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junior Ceunis Cluh
MARIE McNAIR
SALLIE MAY TILLMAN
NANNIE SMITH
MABEL ASHE
MAY ANTLEY
AMELIA McNAB
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Ct)e fclip Jfifteenerg
HELEN COKER, President
MEMBERS
MARJORIE BARR
EDITH CLAYTON
AGNES CURLEE
NATHALIE FORSYTHE
CHARLOTTE HARROLL
REBECCA JAMES
VIRGINIA JENNINGS
ANNIE LEE LANGFORD
HELEN McDILL
NORMA MOORE
VIRGINIA OWENS
CHARLOTTE PYATT
FRANCES RILEY
FLORA TIMMONS
HELEN TOLBERT
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Jfrcsl)inan Cennis Chib
MEMBERS
MARGARET DOYLE
MARGARET WILLIFORD
GORDON FIELD
MABEL BOOTH
KATIE PITTS
PAULINE JAMES
META TOLBERT
ROSE HERBERT
ELLEN SMITH
MARY C. DIBBLE
GERTRUDE LEAMON
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Colors: Champagne and Violet
OFFICERS
GENEVA MURRAY Most Superb Cassiopeia
ROSAMOND BURDINE All-Vigilant Andromeda
ELLA MAY CUMMINGS Most Austere Scribe
GRACE MacDOWELL Worthy Crojsus
PLEIADS
ELLA WILKES
LALLAH MARSHALL
LOU ELLEN LIGON
JANIE RIVERS
MABEL ASHE
MARY TROTT
ELIZA MACFARLAN
WILHELMINA FANT
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Wi ^isma Belta
Object: Social enjoyment
MEMBERS
ESTHER REMBERT
RUBY DURANT
VIRGINIA OWENS
ALTA ANDERSON
BERNICE WOODWARD
HARRIET BROWN
ELIZABETH BROWN
DEE CAUSEY
VIRGINIA TAYLOR
MARY BEAN
RUTH HANNA
PAULINE JAMES
SALLIE MAY TILLMAN
MAGGIE DOYLE
MARIE McNAIR
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Ci)aUa (German Clut)
Motto: "Come and trip it as ye go
On the light, fantastic toe."
Colors: Green and White
OFFICERS
D. CAUSEY : President
F. MARSHALL , Vice-President
F. LANGSTON Secretary
MEMBERS
L. MELTON M. TROTT
H. WOODS M. ASHE
A. MILLER C. MACAULEY
C. McKAGIN C. PYATT
M. SEALE
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Cerp2iicf)orean (German Club
RUBY DURANT, President
VIRGINIA TAYLOR, Secretary
MEMBERS
ESTHER REMBERT
HARRIET BROWN
ELIZABETH BROWN
AGNES SPEIGHTS
FLORIDE HARRIS
NORMA MOORE
ELIZA MACFARLAN
ALTA ANDERSON
MARGARET EVANS
DORIAN YARBOROUGH
"On with the dance; let joy be unconfine
(
f^~^U
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3Sritise Club
Time of Meeting: When hearts are trumps
Object: To play the deuce
OFFICERS
RUTH WATKINS Ace of Hearts
LUCILE MELTON King of Hearts
ROSAMOND BURDINE Queen of Hearts
GUSSIE CALHOUN r Jack of Hearts
FLORIDE HARRIS Queen of Diamonds
ELIZABETH VAN WYCK Deuce
GENEVA MURRAY Joker
TRUMPS
LOUISE COLEMAN
KATHRYN CONNOR
ELLA MAY CUMMINGS
MAMIE DUNOVANT
WILHELMINA FANT
CATHERINE MACAULEY
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Ci)e graceful pipers
Tribe: Isaquois
Emblem: Camulet, the Peacepipe
OFFICERS
MASSASOIT (Ravenel) - Chief
GERONIMO (Gantt) Medicine Man
UNCAS ( Rivers ) Wampum Keepek
BRAVES
MASSASOIT (Ravenel)
GERONIMO (Gantt)
UNCAS (Rivers)
TOMICHICHI (Kirk)
SQUANTO (I. Anderson)
OCEOLA (R. Wannamaker)
SQTTAWS
MINNEHAHA (Marshall)
WARPOLA (Howard)
ELLOREE (G. Anderson)
CHICHAU (E. Wannamaker)
PERQUIMOLA (M. Ellis)
PASQUOTANT (J. Gaillard)
PAPOOSE
METACOMET
13S
•.1-c
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Byword: Some T, sometime Colors: Purple and Green
Place of Meeting: T Garden
Time of Meeting: T Time
MEMBERS
E
L
L
E
N
GERTR UDE
S
M
I
T
H
LOTTIE BLOOD
MARIE CAUSLEY
KATHLEEN WILKS
M
I
L
L
I
E
E
S
T
H
E
STE R VENSON
B
A
U
E
R
ANNIE KIBLER
MARY WALSH META DeLOACH
D
O
u-
G
UTA L SAITO SUDIE CORNWALL
A
S
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ilocal Color Club
Aim: To tell the biggest yarn with the straightest face
Motto: Let us think the most of what we yet may tell
Chief Occupation: Telling tales out of school
Favorite Quotation: "Half the world knows not how the other half lies"
Place of Meeting: 'Tis neither here nor there
Time of Meeting: A very, merry, dancing, drinking, laughing, quaffing, and
unthinking time
Colors: Black and Green
Flower: Ragged Robin
OFFICERS
MERCEDES BUCKNER President
NAN SMITH Vice-President
EVA WILLIAMS-. Secretary
ALMA LUPO Treasurer
FOLLOWERS
VIVIAN ALLGOOD - GLADYS BUCKNER
PEARL FLETCHER
.
HATTIE GOOGE
GLADYS HALL '
'
FANNIE BELLE MARTIN
HATTIE McMURRAY NELLIE NEWTON
BLANCHE STEWART - BESSIE VAUGHN
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Password: Marcum ! By all Means!
Aim: To Eta Pi (eat a pie)
OFFICERS
'NIBS" TROTT : Chief Pi Eta
'FAT" RANDLE Assistant Chief Pi Eta
•MOTT" CHANDLER Eta Pi Scribe
LU" SEALE „ Dough Pi
THE OTHER PIETA (S)
"SOOT" ASHE "JEFF" MacDOWELL
"JIGGER" JAEGER "FREAK" HANNA
"DAGO" WILLIAMSON "ALT" ANDERSON
"HEL" WOODS CORNELIA "P." THOMAS
MOST HONORED PIETA (S)
MISS SARA MARCUM
MISS CAROLINE MEANS
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mAIARIE CAUSLEY
FRANCES HICKLIN
LORETTA JERVEY
LOUISE McCOWN
TALLULAH MOORE
^ a. c.
ANNA PRENTISS
MARGARET SHAW
NELL SMITH
EMILY TOBIN
KATHLEEN WILKES
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. », Club
Colors: Black and Red Emblem: Pitch Fork
Motto: "Do and dare"
OFFICERS
AGNES CURLEE President
REBECCA JAMES Vice-President
HELEN TOLBERT Secretary
VIRGINIA OWENS Treasurer
MEMBERS
AGNES BRYAN
AGNES CURLEE
CHARLOTTE HARRELL
REBECCA JAMES
VIRGINIA JENNINGS
KATHARYN MAYES •
HELEN COKER >
HELEN McDILL
VIRGINIA OWENS
HELEN TOLBERT
ADELE PITTS
EVIE SHANDS
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Motto: Play the deuce
Place of Meeting: In the courtyard
Time of Meeting: When the racket begins
Aim: To win all love games
MEMBERS
TARALLELIE" HUNTER
'BABE" GENTRY
•CUTIE" GOWER
'PEGGY" PACK
"TESSOR" BAUER
"BUDDIE" BUTLER
"CRICK" WILLIAMS
"RED" PRENTISS
"HOP" GAILLARD
"WEEDTE" CUNNINGHAM
m
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Cl)e Skippers
ORA GANDY
LINA BARR
PATTYE BRAMLETT
NELLE CARTER
ALMA CHAPMAN
EOUISE EMERSON
MARY FLETCHER
PEARLE ELETCHER
OLIVE CANDY
BENNIE MOORE
META ROGERS
EVTE SHANDS
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ICljalia ^isma ^igma
OFFICERS
MAJOR T, ANDERSON Leader of Society
LORD TINK McNAB Financial Advisor
BLOCK PRINT HERBERT, ESQ Reporter
MEMBERS
MAJOR T. ANDERSON
MISS GRACE ANDERSON
the society belle from north CAROLINA
MRS. MARY ELLIS
the merry WIDOW
BLOCK PRINT HERBERT, ESQ.
MISS MARY HOWARD
THE SOCIETY BELLE FROM GEORGIA
REV. E. DWIGHT KIRK
MISS ELIZABETH McNAB
THE DEBUTANTE
'
LORD TINK McNAB
H. PHELPS, M. D.
MONSIEUR ST. JULIEN RAVENEL
MISS B. WESTON
THE FLIRT
MISS RUTH WALKER
SWEET SIXTEEN
,
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Ambition: To catch a "Jack" Sov.g: "Do It Now"
Colors: Olive touched with red-blue eyes and brown hair
Accepted Fact: Fish bite best during full moon
MEMBERS
LUCILE LEMMON Chief Angler
PANSY EDWINS _ Tallest Angler
HANNAH PLOWDEN Luckiest Angler
FLORA TIMMONS Wittiest Angler
BLANCHE EDWINS Unluckiest Angler
PEARLE ALLEN Dreamiest Angler
ANNIE MAE McLENDON Prettiest Angler
ELISE STROMAN ; Slowest Angler
LINA BARR Quickest Angler
LUCILE CROSSLAND Bashfulest Angler
ELISE DU BOSE Timidest Angler
SADIE PADGETT Happiest Angler
UTA SAITO Rushiest Angler
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^igma Bclta Clxta
Colors: Old Rose and Dark Green
OFFICERS
NORMA MOORE , President
LELA TOWNSEND Vice-President
MARGORY BARR Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
LYL BARR
LOTTIE HARROLL
CATHERINE MACAULEY
REBECCA JAMES
CATHERINE MAYES
NELL SMITH
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f"PEGGY" DUNN, President
"JENNY" GORE, Guardian
Place of Meeting: Somewhere in the South
Time of Meeting: On all occasions
Occupation: Teasing Motto: "Stick"
Favorite Expression: "Where are the rest?"
STICKEES
"EM" SAMS
"SMYTIE" SMITH
"BELL" GALLMAN
"CEILY" FREE
"JACK" BLACK
"DOXY" WELLS
"JETE" JETER
"DEMIJOHN" LITTLEJOHN
"PATTY" THOMAS
"EF" FAUCETT
"College clays will soon be o'er,
But the friends of yore
Will stick forever more."
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Cl)f 3Saferr*6 Bo^en
Place of Meeting: The baker's shop
MEMBERS
ANNA BRADLEY
TALLIE JAMES
EVELYN MONTGOMERY
MYRTLE JAMES
ROSAMOND DIXON
ELISE DU BOSE
OLIVE DIXON
LULA PERRIN
ELLA McCUTCHEN
SARA STACK
MAUDE DONALD
MARGUERITE SCARBOROUGH
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pennant Cluft
MEMBERS
CECILE BARRE "Davidson
CLARA BOWERS "Yale
ANNIE CAUGHMAN "Erskin&
PEARLE CLARKE : "Carolina
RUTH CLARKE "Clemson
MYRA COCHRAN "Ohio State'
VERA CARLEY _ "Thiel
GLADYS DENT "Newberry
KATHERINE GARLINGTON "Wofford
ALLINE HARMAN "Perdue
ANNA HARMS..... _ "Virginia
LOLA HUNTER "Baltimore
SADIE PADGETT "Citadel
SARAH SIMMONS ..."Harvard
MARY WALLACE '. "Cornell
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"Eisins^ntior Chit"
'Come, dear '14, behold the cap hangs near,
Upward we go, upward we go.
Though we shall pass through days of toil and strife,
We'll reach the ambition of life!
Up, up a little bit higher."
MEMBERS
CLARA WOODS
LUCILE SHAW
ELLA WILKES
MARGARET MARION
EMILY GLACE
LOIS DUKES
EDMONIA GARRETT
HATTIE^ HANKS
MARY HOWARD
JULIA GAILLARD
GLADYS BRIDGES
EDWINA McCULLOUGH
ELLA CROSS
MARGUERITE TOLBERT
i li
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Ci)e floftos
AGNES HUNTER
MARY JOE DRAKEFORD
ANNA CHERRY SCHORB
NELL PETERKIN
LULA MOORE LOGAN
ANNIE LEE ADAMS
CORNELIA THOMAS
JESSIE ARMSTRONG
MARIE MURRAY
LOULA ALLIEN
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jHaclEaura Clan
War Cry: MacWanea, for aye!
CLAN PIPE MUSIC
Salute—The MacWanea Salute
Mart-/;—The MacWanea March
Quickstep—The Cock o' the North
Lament—"Cnnna Mhic 'Ic Alasdavi"
Badge—Fraoch
CLAN MEMBERS
INA ANDERSON
GRACE ANDERSON
MARY ELLIS
AMELIA McNAB
ELIZABETH McNAB
RUTH WANNAMAKER
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Colors: Alice Blue and Olive Green
OFFICERS
FRANCES STICKNEY President
HARRIOTT PALMER Vice-President
IMOGEN WILKS Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
JESSIE LEE BLACKMON
KATE McMANUS
EMMA WOODRUFF
GUSSIE CALHOUN
FRANCES STICKNEY
ANNIE BUDD KENDRICK
LILA BEST
MAY PYATT
OLIVE KNIGHT
HARRIOTT PALMER
IMOGEN WILKS
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"dijt Corrcsipontirnrr Club
Hear yc not flic hv.iu of mighty workings?
Motto: The pen is the tongue of the mind
OFFICERS
•
'
"
• RUTH WANNAMAKER President
ANNA HARMS Vice-President
ALICE JONES Secretary
. RUTH EADY Treasurer
MEMBERS
VIVIAN ALLGOOD LULA DOAR
RUTH BERRY ' RUTH EADY
CORINNE BOYD ANNA HARMS MARTHA JENKINSON
PAMELA BRADHAM MARY HUGHEY ETHA PALMER
ANNA BRADLEY META JOHNSON KATIE PITTS
GLADYS BRIDGES ALICE JONES CONSTANCE PORTER
NAN BROWN NINA LEWIS ' ' MARION RILEY
SALLIE CAUSEY SUSIE LINDSEY SADIE RICHARDS
PEARLE CLARKE LALLAH MARSHALL EDITH ROGERS
ISABEL COLEMAN FRANCES MARSHALL RUTH SHULER
LOIS CROUCH ELIZABETH McNAB MYRTLE C. TAYLOR
CAROLINE CUTTINO ELIZA MACFARLAN MARGUERITE TOLBERT
MABEL L. EVANS MARY LOU DIBBLE DAISY VARN
EDITH FRASER MAMIE DUNOVANT MARY WALSH
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©mesa Belta Cau
Colors: Lavender and Moss Grey
Aim: To enjoy life
Password : "Epicurus''
OFFICERS
MABEL BOOTH President
PAMELA BRADHAM Vice-President
EMMA BEATY Secretary
CATHERINE JENNINGS Treasurer
MEMBERS
MARGARET DOYLE AGNES HUNTER
ELLEN SMITH LUCILE DENT
MARGARET CHEYNE
,
GENEVIEVE BOYD
CECILE McKAGEN RUTH THOMASSON
KATHERINE PITTS MARGARET WILLIFORD
FRANCES HICKLIN
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Ci)e Suffragettes
Motto: No more Model Home for us
Password: Equal rights
Pete Swetenbueg aspires to the office of. coroner in order that she may hold inquests over
cases of heart failure.
L. F. Heape merely wishes to become governor of the state,
A. C. Wilson's greatest ambition is to become king.
J. Anderson, being from Clemson College, hopes to become chief of police in order that
she
may run down Tigers—blind or otherwise.
S. Myers, as sheriff, earnestly hopes to catch the outlaw who stole a heart.
J. Byeum, when she becomes Postmaster General, will make it possible to send hats through
the mail.
M. Robertson only hopes to secure a vote or votes.
S. Clarke expects to be connected with the Fire Department of Anderson very soon.
A. Sturgis hopes to hold a prominent position with the Cotton Exchange in order that she
may keep up with the Price.
K. Hawkins thinks women will have to wear short hair before they will be allowed to vote.
R. Seymore aspires to speaker of the House in order that she may speak Frank-ly.
L. Snelgrove, being a "Jack" at all trades, is eligible to any office.
M. Hodges, being of a serious turn of mind, will probably hold the office of judge some day.
E. Martin will be satisfied with the highest office in the heart of George (ia).
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n^toeet Sixteen
Colors: Old Rose and Silver
Purpose: To find the sixteenth member
Motto: Seek 'til ye do find
Challenge : Have you found it?
Password: Still seeking
OFFICERS
BENNIE MOORE President
META ROGERS Vice-President
OLIVE GANDY Secretary
OTHER SEEKERS
CHARLOTTE BLOOD
RUTH BERRY
NELLE CARTER
ISABEL CECIL
LUCILE DENT
MARY TENNYSON FLETCHER
DORA DICK
SUSIE POWELL
ORA GANDY
ANNIE WEST
EARNEST GANDY
MARGARET SOMPAYRAC
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Cantiitiatrs for tl)r JW. ^, ^. Brgrrr
Ai]ii: To catch all hearts
Place of Meeting: Lover's Lane
Time of Meeting: In the evening by the moonlight
Colors: Old Gold and Black
Flower: Mary-gold
OFFICERS
INNIS CUTTING Chief Flirt
FRANCES LOFTON Assistant Chief
CAROLINE CUTTINO Heart Holder
ETHEL HOFFMAN Cupid
OTHER FLIRTS
KATHRYN JOSEY
MARY HERBERT
LUCILE BOSWELL
DORIS HARTZELL
ANNA BROWN
JESSIE ARMSTRONG
ANNIE MAE GENTRY
CHARLOTTE BLOOD
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%i)t (game Cocfes
Colors: Purple and White
Place of Meeting: Sumter, S. C.
MEMBERS
GORDON FIELD
MABEL BOOTH
KATIE PITTS
SUSIE DICK
AGNES BRYAN
HARRIET HERBERT
INNIS CUTTINO
TERESA CHANDLER
ADELE PITTS
ELEANOR HUGHSON
GENEVIEVE BOYD
MARGARET WILLIFORD
CAPITA RANDLE
ANNA BROWN
CECILE McKAGEN
MARGARET CHEYNE
MAGGIE MAY SEALE
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mjaetobrrri? Countp Club
ALICE CANNON
KITTY MAYES
ANNIE JACOBS
ROSE NICHOLS
MARY WALLACE
CLARA BOWERS
HELEN WHEELER
EUNICE LONG
GRACE REAGIN
ROSE HERBERT
HATTIE WISE
GEORGIA NEAL
JULIA DOMINICK
MEMBERS
GERTRUDE BOLAND
ESTELLE BOWERS
ANNIE LAURIE SUBER
ANNA HARMS
SARA SIMMONS
ESSIE MAY SUBER
GERTRUDE YOUNG
. EUNICE SHEALY
ANNIE LEE LANGFORD
,
ERNESTINE WICKER
REBECCA WICKER
KATHERINE GARLINGTON
LILLIAN KIBLER
ANNIE KIBLER
I
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i^rxtnston County Clui)
lAEMBEBS
CECILE BARRE
ELISE CARBERRY
RUTH CLARKE
GLADYS DENT
FLOY SHEALY
ANNIE CAUGHMAN
PEARLE CLARKE
VERA CARLEY
ALLINE HARMAN
JULL\ SHEALY
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Ct)e Barlington Count}) €ix\h
MEMBERS
EARNEST GANDY
ANNIE A. WILSON
EMMA WOODRUFF
ELIZA MACFARLAN
ORA GANDY
OLIVE GANDY
MARY HARLLEE
ELIZA ERVIN
SARA EDWARDS
LOUISE MACFARLAN
MARY EDWARDS
MARGARET EDWARDS
HELEN COKER
FLORRIE LANGSTON
SALLIE McCOWN
CARRIE DU BOSE
META ROGERS
NELLIE CARTER
RENE HOOK
HARRIET BROWN
ELIZABETH BROWN
PAULINE JAMES
PEARLE COKER ALLEN
ANNIE THOMAS
MARGARET SOMPAYRAC
HELEN WOODS
MINNIE DRAKE
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Password : Forward the blue brigade
Flower: Blue Flag
Time of Meeting: When Marion calls
Place of Meeting: Under the cypress tree
Song: "'Way down upon the Pee Dee River"
Gen. Francis Marion NAN BROWN
STAFF OFFICERS
Capt. Mouzon - - - - C. SMITH
Lieut. Joseph Scott - C. BROWN
Col. Baxter - M. HARRELSON
PRIVATES
E. EVANS L. LIDE
L. BROWN C. HOPE
E. ROGERS , L. ROSE
M. EDWARDS K. PLATT
"Our band is fezv, but tried and true;
Our leader frank and bold."
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BarntDcU Counti) Clut
Toast: Here's to Barnwell County. Drink it down!
Song: I want to be down South in Barnwell
OFFICERS
LILA BEST President
ALMA KNIGHT Vice-President
JESSIE ARMSTRONG Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
EMILY TOBIN GLADYS BUCKNER
EUNICE KEEL . . ; ELIZABETH BAXLEY
AMELIA McNAB . VIOLA MIMMS
ELIZABETH McNAB ELISE PRIESTER
VALERIA STILL MARY PRIESTER
CORINNE MIXON HATTIE GOOGE
MERCEDES BUCKNER • SARAH HARLEY
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OFFICERS
RUTH WATKINS President
EMMA WOODRUFF Vice-President
MARIE McNAIR Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
FIRST SOPRANO SECOND SOPRANO
SALLIE MAY TILLMAN RUTH WATKINS
HELEN WOODS SADIE DES PORTES
EMMA WOODRUFF MARIE McNAIR
first alto SECOND ALTO
RUTH HANNA FRANCES MARSHALL
MAGGIE MAY SEALE SADIE RICHARDS
ANNIE BUDD KENDRICK HARRIOTT -PALMER
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- OFFICERS
FIRST- TERM
ANNIE BUDD KENDRICK PrestdexNit
SALLIE MAY TILLMAN Vice-President
SADIE RICHARDS Secretary and Treasurer
CAROLINE CUTTING Librarian
' SECOND TERM
HELEN WOODS .' President
EMMIE C. SAMS Vice-President
ADA BROCKINGTON Secretary and Treasurer
JENNIE MAY DILL Librarian
MISS SIDDy\LL, Directress
MISS WARD, Accompanist
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But—THE Faculty
Bicfe : a Ct)ri2itma2i ^torp
K a city that I know, there is a certain very dirty street. It
is an old street. The rickety huikhngs hft up their worn
fronts wearily, as if they were tired of the squalid, noisy
scenes that they have witnessed day after day for many
years. Some of these houses are undisguisedly old, undis-
guisedly desolate. Others, hiding their lean faces with
gaudy signs, present as incongruous an appearance as an
old lady who paints her face and puts on gay clothing in a vain attempt to
look voung again.
Many people live on this street. They are thick as vermin—a sort of
human vermin, some would call them. Children swarm there, and laugh, and
curse, perhaps, and i^lay in the mud. They do not mind the mud, these
children. They like to feel the black gutter-slime between their bare toes.
Apparently, they like it on their faces and hands and clothing, too, for it is.
found there in abundance.
About midway of this street, there stands a house, distinguishable from
the rest chiefly by the fact that it is, perhaps, a little more dilapidated than
the others. Its plate-glass window is covered with so many accretions of
dirt, that when and how each separate speck came there has become a question
interesting to speculate upon. An old blue sign, the lettering of which
has grown tearful with many rains, announces with creaking emphasis
:
"J- Vignetti : Shoe-Mender."
The special day on which you are introduced to this house is Christmas
Eve, or rather, zvas Christmas Eve several years ago. Most of the other
shops—they were mostly shops, and their keepers dwelt with their extensive
families, and, perhaps, a few^ boarders, in the backs of them—most of the
other shops, I say, were gaudy and cheerful with cheap Christmas decora-
tions. But, on the outside, this one w^as undecorated. A glance at the
inside of the front room showed also the same lack of decoration. It was a
bare, cheerless little place. The scant furniture was so very battered that it
might easily have come out of the ark, and the tiny flame in the grate revealed,
at a glance, either the owner's poverty or his miserliness.
At one corner of the fireplace sat an old man. The fire, flickering u]j,
revealed him to be a bent old man, with a face the color of yellow parchment
;
an old man of such the worse-for-wear appearance that it would take the
strongest of imagination to fancy him as ever having been brand-new.
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liuleed, most people fancied that he had come into the world with at least a
few crow's feet and wrinkles, for it was impossible to conceive that such a
vast number had accumulated during the length of an ordinary lifetime. The
worst thing about the old man was that e^'ery wrinkde was a wicked one.
There were cruel puckers about his lips, leering puckers about his eyes ; and
even his flabby old hands, you fancied, had got wicked wrinkles across them
from long practice in wicked deeds.
The other inmate of the little shop was a boy about twelve years of age,
a lean, confused, shuffling creature, who never seemed to know exactly what
to do with his hands and feet, being endowed by nature with extra large ones.
His hair was flaxen, coarse, and thick ; his skin was dark with many marks
of dirt ; his eyes had a confused, hunted expression that they had got from
always being in terror of a sudden assault of old shoes, cooking utensils, or
whatever article happened to be at hand when Vignetti was seized with one
of his frequent, but unprovoked, fits of ill temper. The boy now sat crouched
on the floor at the other corner of the fireplace, his arms encircling his knees,
seeming as if his only desire were to sink himself into the smallest, least
conspicuous bundle possible. So he sat till the town clock struck ten. Then
the old man, throwing at him the shoe he was mending, told him with an
oath to get off to bed. The boy dodged the shoe, and, after returning it to
his master, crept off to his pallet in the attic.
Dick, for that was the boy's name, was a street waif, picked up one
day by an old man, who was no other than Vignetti, the shoe-mender
announced by the sign. Now, this may seem to be an evidence of charity on
the part of Vignetti; but, in truth, Dick was, with him, a strictly business
investment. His old legs served him well in their day, but now younger ones
were needed to deliver the shoes, which often came from distant parts of
the city. Who Dick's parents were, and how his earlier years had been spent,
no one knew, least of all, Dick himself. The only things he could remember
were days upon days of cold and hunger, cuffs and hard words ; and he had
come to think—if such dim and indefinite processes as Dick's mind went
through may be called thought—that this was the natural state of things for
such as he. He had kept Vignetti's shop in the best order he knew and
delivered the shoes for him, receiving in return the meager scraps of bread
and meat that his master left for him. He had also served as an object on
which Vignetti could vent all his spleen ; and, as he was passive under all
ill treatment, Vignetti was well satisfied.
The next morning, Dick was awakened at an early hour by the sound of
exploding firecrackers and all sorts of rollicking fun. From force of habit,
he rose and slipped on the few dirty rags that served him as clothes. There
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was no need, however, for Dick to rise early to-day, for, on Christmas
Vignetti" was always off somewhere drnnk and Dick was left to himself.
This, however, was no privilege. It always meant to Dick a long, long, cold
(lay—a day on which his food must consist of the few stale scraps that he
could pick up in the trash heaps; a day whose hours must be spent in tramp-
ing up and down the wind-swej^t streets, or crouching over the few sparks
that he could get from yesterday's fire, for Vignetti allowed no coal during
his absence. One Christmas Dick had tried to play with tlie children in the
streets ; but, in true small urchin fashion, they had made it very plain that
they did not desire him as an addition to their coterie. They were mostly
rough, and rather bad little imps, sometimes unrestrained in their cruelty.
Dick would have been as bad, perhaps, if his little bram had been as sharp
and keen as theirs, and if he had been free from that habit of fear that made
him too cowardly even to do wrong. His great misfortune kept him innocent.
Since this first attempt, Dick had .made no further efforts to win their
companionship.
Dick now crouched o\'er the ashes till the pangs of hunger .compelled him
to go out and hunt for something to eat. He. shivered and drew his ragged
coat closer around him as he left the cold room for the colder street. The
earth was covered with new, white snow that had fallen during the night;
and a keen wind, which crusted it o\'er, was blowing. Nature had put on her
purest, wliitest garment, and made the earth beautiful for Christmas time;
but she had made it very cold. Dick beat his bare hands together, and looked
wistfully at the good things displayed in the shop windows, as he hurried on
in his search for food.
As he passed along, his attention was attracted by a large crowd of
ragged children gathered around a doorway. Dick drew nearer. He saw a
group of men and women standing in the midst of the children. The men
had on uniforms with brass buttons on them, and the women wore black
dresses and queer little caps. Dick knew they were Salvation Army people,
and that they went about the streets, singing and talking in loud voices. He
knew also that most people laughed at them, but a few listened.
Directly the door opened, and the crowd of children went in. Dick fol-
lowed He saw the most marvelous thing! It was a large room, having in
the middle of it a tall holly tree. This tree glittered with light and tinfoil,
and it was covered with fruit. Indeed, there was so much fruit that the tree
could not hold it all. and there were great boxes of it standing around on
the floor. In front of the tree there stood a little old lady, and by her there
was a rosy-cheeked, pretty little girl. The lady was not like the Salvation
.Army people. She did not wear, their strange clothing; but her dress
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sliininicred, and was so soft and wonderful that JJick thought he would love
to ml) his face against it. More wonderful even than her dress was her face.
it was soft and pink and pleasant; kind brown eyes shone out of it, and it
was fringed with cvu'ling gray hair.
She began to speak. Dick did not understand very well wdiat she was
saying, but he gathered that she was talking about a certain man named Christ
who was hanged a long time ago. It seemed that alth.ough the man had been
hanged, it was he who had sent the fruit, and that the fruit was for them
—
the children who did not have any. Dick did not quite understand what it
was all about ; but, somehow, a great lump gathered in his throat, and a tear
rolled down his cheek, taking with it a load of dirt. He clumsily brushed
it away with his hand. It was not sorrow for any sin, or sympathy with
Christ, that made Dick cry. It was the strange new thing, kindness, that
touched a little silent chord in the heart of the boy.
We may frame beautiful theories about God; we may hold some of the
tenets of the Christian religion narrow ; we may say that there is no need of
revelation of Him; that we want to be free to worship the Great, the
Invisible One, in the depths of our own souls, unconfined by creeds. Very
well, ye who can. But wdiat is such a religion as that to such as Dick—
a
little, groping, human animal, wath soul so numbed by harshness and want,
so overpow'ered by the strangeness of the great, strange world, so lost and
rudderless, and aimless and unknowing as hardly to know that it is a soul?
When the lady had finished, she and the Salvation Army people began
to distribute the fruit. Dick shrank back into the corner, but the lady saw
him there and gave him a whole handful. Then, most wonderful of all,
she ])ut her hand on his shoulder in a kind way and asked him wdiere he lived
and a few other questions, to wdiich Dick managed to mumble out almost
unintelligible answers. When she had turned again, Dick shrank back into
the corner where he marveled over the wonderful thing that had happened.
At last the lady took the little girl, whom Dick had noticed with her,
by the hand and started down the street. Dick's heart was so filled with
gratitude that he followed them. He did not want to lose sight of the kind
lady. He loved to look at the little girl, too. She was so chubby, and rosy,
and bright.
They went into better and better parts of the city until at last they came
to the district of the great, fine houses. Finally, the lady and the little girl
entered one of these. Dick stood and stared wastfuUy after them for a few
seconds; then he sat down on the curbing and waited.
It seemed to Dick that he sat there for an interminable length of time.
His limbs ^rew stiff with cold. His hands turned bluer than ever. He tried
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to beat them together and bring them back to hfe, but it hurt so that he
stopped.
FinaUy, the httle girl and lier nurse came out of the house and started
down the street. Dick, who was numl^ with cold, decided to follow. They
blocks, the little girl being in a hilarious mood andwalked along for a few
talking like a chatterbox. After a time, they met another nurse, who was
taking out a crowd of children, and the two servant women stopped to talk.
Unnoticed by them, the little girl wandered farther and farther away. Dick
wanted to tell the nurse, but his bashful timidity would not let him. Instead,
he followed the child. The little one wandered on and on, seeming delighted
with her freedom and not at all afraid.
Finally, it became late. The sun was already near setting. Black clouds
gathered around it, antl the wind took on a yet keener edge. A few scatter-
ing flakes of snow began to fall. Dick still followed the little girl, as a
faithful, shrinking shadow. He was afraid to come up to her or to speak.
She was so rosy, and bright, and clean. Dick looked down at his grimy
hands and his tattered clothing and shuddered. To Dick, people who wore
comfortable clothing, who had nice houses, and who always had enough to
eat, were as enigmatical as the riddles of life are to the philosophers.
At last, they wandered into a miserable part of the city. The little girl
began to get tired and cold and frightened. She kept up liravely for a while
;
but the dirty little houses, the ragged, uncouth appearance of the people,
the harsh voices of the men—all were strange to her. She gave up at last
and sat down upon the curbing and began to sob.
"Is yer cold. Miss?" asked Dick, approaching timidly.
The child started ; then, seeing how wretched the boy looked, she shrank
away. But Dick took off his own coat and offered it to her so kindly and
humbly that she ceased to fear.
Suddenly, Dick was startled by a gruff voice near at liand, saying:
"Say, kid, wot yer doin' wid dat young-un? She ain't your sort."
Dick was tempted to take to flight when he saw that the person address-
ing him was a large policeman of a not very prepossessing appearance. How-
ever, he only moved nearer the post and managed to muml^le out something
about her being lost.
"See here, I'll take keer of her," said the policeman authoritatively.
He was thinking that the little girl's hat was a fine one, and that perhaps
there would be a handsome reward.
The policeman took the resisting child in his arms. They left Dick-
standing dazed on the sidewalk. He stood thus for some seconds; then,
thinking- that he ought to follow to see that the child got home all right, he
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set out at a run. He soon cau_^'lit sig'lit of the l)ulkv form of tlie policeman
and slowed his pace. Me followed on and on mechanically. He was so
sleep}' and tired that his mind refused to work. He forgot why he followed
—onh' remembering in a dim .sort of way that he ni^iisf keep the policeman
in sight.
h^inally. he turned a corner, behind which the policeman had disappeared,
just in time to see him board a car. Dick stopped. He had a feeling in his
brain as if a cord had snapped, and as if he might piece it together again if
he could only remember. But he could not remember. He sat down on the
curbing and pressed his hands to his head, trying to think. Everything was
so mixed up. Now—he had got it—he was he, Dick, and he lived with an
old man, Vignetti. "Vignetti, Vignetti," he repeated the words over again,
as something strangely familiar, and shuddered as he said them. Then his
brain was clear a moment. He remembered that he had given the little girl
his coat, and that it was snowing. He must get back to the shop or he would
get covered up in the snow and freeze. He tried to rise, but it hurt him
so that he forgot what he had risen for and sank back weakly. Yes—his
coat—the Christ man. Tlie Christ man would like it because he had given
his coat to the little girl. The lady would like it, too—the lady with the kind
eyes. The little girl was so pretty and so clean. Dick shuddered again.
Dick was not pretty, and he was not clean. He felt a sort of hopeless horror
of himself; and, in his groping, darkened mind, he wondered 7vhy he was
Dick—why he was this ragged, strange, little being that everybody cuffed
and knocked about and vented wrath upon.
Then his mind \^'andered again, and everything grew queer to him. The
post opposite took on strange forms. First, it w"as a Salvation Armv man,
blowing on a huge trumpet. Then, it was the lady, and she was bringing him
all sorts of good things, and, yes, she did put her hand on his shoulder again.
Next, it was the big policeman, and he was yelling at Dick at the top of his
voice and waving a club at him. Then, it was only a post again, and Dick
was only conscious of being very warm and \'ery drowsy. Then it was the
Christ man, and he had the most wonderfully lovely face that ever was, and
a great light shone around him, and he was speaking words—beautiful words
—but Dick was so sleepy, it seemed, that he could not tell just what they were.
But they were beautiful words. Dick knew that, and felt, oh, so comforted!
Then Dick heaved a little sigh and fell asleep.
Asleep, the next morning's sun found him ; and, though it tried, it could
not wake him ; and never could any sun wake Dick any more.
Lena Williams.
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"A PEDAGOGIC PARADOX
"
There's a notion's got the better of the people of to-day
Like this: the thing to do's to stick to just one thing, they say.
You're a doctor? Be a cutter, or a doser, or prescribe.
You're a student/ Keep to learning, be a speaker, or a scribe.
We've a man in our college, an exception to this rule,
Mv, the things he's tried his hand at since the days he zvas at school!
Now, you needn't think I'm fibbing, for 1 have his own good word
;
If you'd been in my ped section, then you surely would have heard.
He raised sheep, he tells us, one ti)ne in the far-off long ago,
So he should know to be patient when the girls wool-gathering go.
Had experience, too, in farming, but he didn't do that long;
Pulling fodder was such hard work, and he wasn't always strong.
I think that was quite soon after he had left the grocery store.
Though he did try selling dry-goods for. I think, a year or more.
I am sure he would take nothing for the details manifold
He collected about mining when he worked at digging gold,
At surveying he was splendid, in his work there was no flaw,
For already he ivas learning, and was soon to practice, lazv.
And he even yet remembers how hot bricks look in the mold,
For he's spent some time in brickyards, though he really isn't old.
In a tax collector's office, he once took the job of clerk,
But—I'm very loath to say it—he found that too much like work.
Now, at last, lie is a teacher, and you scarcely zvould believe
Hozv much, with such a history, he can at this achieve.
In the first place, he's no teacher of an ordinary kind;
Summer schools in. ttventy counties he has taught, as you will find.
JV hat's more, he has the very dread responsibility
Of teaching some tzvo hundred girls of IV. N. I. C.
All this but goes to prove that this one thing I'z'c learned in ped:
No matter how much specialicing's drummed into your head.
Make Tommy your example, and don't think you really must
Just always teach and teach and teach in one line till you rust;
And, even if you happen to, and never leave one spot.
Why, then, at least, adopt his plan, and make u[^ Tommy-rot.
H. Hekbert, '13.
'11
Cl)e Snftrmarp
HE Infirmary has been very irreverently, but very truly,
called an "ever present help in time of trouble." Whenever
work piles up—a theme, a test, or an unusually hard
lesson—it is to the Infirmary that the victim repairs with
the hackneyed excuse of a headache. Dr. Bo3^d has her
revenge; she serves "sandwiches," such sandwiches! But
at these "parties," when a sandwich is passed you it is not
polite to refuse it; in fact it is forced upon you. Or perhaps the patient is
presented with an envelope of pills, "to be take every two hours." The pin
tray is usually the only one who receives any benefit from them, and it must
be admitted that Dr. Boyd did not prescribe them for decorative purposes.
But a collection of pills, such as may be found in any pin tray, is a lovely
sight ; there are pills of every size and color
—
pink pills, red pills, brown
pills, big and little, not to mention white pills of various shapes and sizes.
All, however, do not receive the benefits of the Infirmary, during classes.
Often the sickest are presented with pills and turned away with a cold, "I
think that you are al^le to go to your classes." I feel that I must apologize
for knowing so little of Infirmary life, but I have always been turned away.
E. R., '13.
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THE WINTHROP DAUGHTERS
Dedicated to the Junior Class of 1912
r We are the Wiiithrop Daughters,
Happy and gay; yes, gay and free;
Eyes so bright,
Hearts so light.
Bent forever on revelry.
We love our Alma Mater,
We rejoice in her promotion
;
We love D. B.,
And his faculty
With all our hearts' devotion.
There comes a time in each year
11
'hen zve hate them all, alas!
At the mid-year .':ams,
When zvith all oar ci-ams,
IVe fail to make a pass.
We arc the Winthrop Daughters.
Happy and gay; yes, gay and free;
Eyes so bright,
Hearts so light,
Bent forever on revelry.
When the day is over.
And all our work is done.
We dance in the hall.
Or play basket-ball.
Or indidge in other fun.
When we leave thee forever,
Winthrop, pride of our hearts, . . ' '
We'll work with might.
Keep honor bright.
From thy teachings ivc'll ne'er depart.
Miss Mary Frances Wickliffe,
-, Teacher of Manual Training and "Our" Friend.
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jHoto's ^acrificf
ARKNESS had settled upon the Httle valley of the Fuji
Yama and all was still. The lights in the windows of the
little bungalows burned dim, all save one.
It is here that our story opens. By an old, rickety
table a little girl is sitting. Little Minna has gone to sleep
after a long, troubled day. Poor child, she has had a
hard time.
Minna Kawakita is the only child of Naozo Kawakita. Only this morn-
ing her father had been arrested for not paying a debt. How she was to get
him out of jail was the perplexing question, and one that was difficult to
solve.
"What shall I do?" Minna said to herself for the thousandth time.
^
Somewhere she had heard the word "pray," when listening to a Christian
talking. Could she pray to the God of the Christian? Could she pray to
the God of this foreigner who had come uninvited among them? These were
some of the ciuestions which were tormenting Minna sadly. All day long
she had prayed to her idol, and he had not answered her prayer. So little
Minna got down on her knees, as she had seen the Christian do.
"O God of the Christian," she prayed, "help my poor father in prison!"
Did the Father in heaven hear the prayer of the poor little heathen?
Did He listen to her timid prayer?
Minna arose and went to her room happier than she had been all day.
She did not know, but something told her that her dear old father would
soon be with her again. So she slept quietly until the breaking of the day.
n
Just a httle way from the house of Kawakita, there lived a slave owner,
Nobu Kazu was a very mean man. He treated his slaves badly and was, of
course, very much disliked by them.
To-day he was in a very bad humor. He had just bought a slave, a
woman named Moto Sato, and she was not a very good worker. He con-
sidered himself cheated. His wa-ath must have vent, so he took it out on
the poor slave. He had beaten her unmercifully. Poor slave ! No wonder
she could not work after all this.
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Moto Sato was all alone in the world. She had been born in slavery,
and it seemed to her that life was one long, cruel struggle. She had never
had any one to say a kind word to her, except a little girl named Minna. This
little girl had seen her looking longingly at her chrysanthemums, and asked
her if she would like to have one. The poor slave was overjoyed. She had
never had anything to call her own. Minna took the finest plant in the
garden and gave it to her. Moto took it home and planted it in a secluded
spot where no one would see it. Whenever she had a chance, she would
slip out to see how it was growing. So her treasure grew^ into a large and
beautiful plant. Every time .she looked at it, she blessed the little girl, who,
by her unselfishness, had thrown one little ray of happiness into her life.
Ill
When Minna awoke the next morning the first thing she did was to run
down and attend to her loved flowers. How beautiful they were! There is
still something in the world to live for, she thought.
Minna ran down the street to the jail to find out, if she could, how her
father was. She knew the jailer and he had often been kind to her. The
old man was sorry for the little girl and did all he could to relieve her
anxiety. On this day he had important news for her, and he watched eagerly
for her coming. He knew her fondness for flowers, for she had often given
him one of her own chrysanthemums.
Minna entered with a quick tread, for she missed her father dreadfully
and wanted news of him.
"Minna," said the old jailer, " how would you like to get your father
out of prison?"
"Oh," shouted the little girl, "1 would stay myself if lie could only
come out
!"
"Well, my little girl, you will have a chance," continued the old man.
In two days' time, the Emperor is going to ofter a ])rize of one hundred yens
to the person who shall bring the largest and most perfectly formed chrys-
anthemum to him. I know you have many wonderful chrysanthemums. Take
care of the best, and on that day carry it to the fair, and I feel sure you will
win the prize."
Minna could not wait to hear another word, but hurried home to her
loved chrysanthemums, which might perhaps be the saving of her father.
The best one she put aside and gave it special attention. Each day she went
to look at it, and each time it seemed to grow more beautiful. Minna decided
that it was the Christian's God who had sent this good cheer to her. The
prayer, "O God of the Christian, I thank you," went up from her grateful
heart.
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IV
Among the many people interested in this affair was Nobu Kazu. He
raised chrysantlienuinis, also, and had set his heart on carrying off the prize
at the fair.
Every day as he was passing Minna's home, he would look into her
garden, only to see her chrysanthemums growing lovelier each time.
One evening, the day before the fair, as he was passing he saw Minna's
most cherished flower, the one she was tending so carefully. It was much
larger and more beautiful than his. Jealousy and fear of losing the prize
crept into his heart. With a l^ound he sprang over the little fence, seized the
flower, and broke it from its stem. Then he hurried quickly away.
Minna was so happy over the events of the day that she could hardly
wait for the morning to come. She would go to bed soon and get up early
in the morning; the morning of the glorious fair, when she should see her
loved father once more. But she must have one more look at the beautiful
flower, to dream about. So she went out in the front garden to see it. Alas,
it was not in its usual place! Minna looked anxiously around for her
precious flower. There it was upon the ground, broken from its stem. The
poor little girl sat down upon the ground and cried as though her heart would
break. Was this the end of all her hopes? Must her dear father serve his
long sentence in prison after all? With slow steps she returned to the house.
Sorrow and grief filled her heart. 'T wonder," she thought, "if I have
offended the Christian God ? I have not thanked Him enough for His beauti-
ful flower, and maybe He is angry with me." So she got down and prayed
to the Christian God.
"O God of the Christian ! Help a poor, little sad-hearted girl. I know
you can't mend my beautiful flower, but do help my poor father in prison."
And Minna slept peacefully till morning.
V
Now, the poor slave had guarded her flower also, waiting for the day
of the fair to come. With the money Moto was going to buy her liberty.
Free? Oh, how glad she would be to get away from her harsh, cruel
master
!
When dark came, Moto slipped out for a little walk. She passed by
Minna's house just in time to see the little girl sobbing over her ruined
flower, Moto understood some one had broken the flower from its stem.
How she hated to see the dear little Minna suffer! Could she do what her
heart prompted her to do? Could she remain a slave for the rest of her
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life? It was hard, but she decided to go and get her flower and put it in
the place of Minna's. She wanted her freedom, but even more than this she
wanted her only friend to be happy.
She took the flower, and, with one last, fond look at it, she placed it in
the exact spot where the other one had been. She turned her face home-
ward again, but her heart was light and glad. Yes, glad! and it is such a
deed of self-sacrifice as this which can bring its own reward.
VI '
Morning came. What a clear, lovely day it was! Tlie birds sang
merrily, and it seemed good to be living. But not so with Minna. The
bright day seemed to mock her sad spirit. She walked listlessly around
the house. She had not the heart to go out in the garden and tend her other
flowers. But at last she decided to go. With a brave heart she went out.
At first she could not look at the spot where her loved treasure had been.
She lifted her head slowly. Could she be dreaming? Yes, there it was just
as she had seen it the day before. Her own beautiful flower! Her own
work which would save her dear old father.
At the fair, she received the money for the most exquisite flower of
all. How happy she was! She ran as fast as she could to tell her father
the good news.
As they walked home in the growing dusk, Minna saw a face which she
recognized. It was Moto. She ran to tell her of her joy. She told her of
the Christian's God, who had helped her when she so much needed help.
Before retiring that night Minna knelt down and said her first prayer
of faith. The Christian's God had proved that He was true, and she would
always be loyal to Him.
In the old slave house, not far away, there had crept a little spark of
something—Moto knew not what it was. Maybe it was happiness or maybe
it was—God.
Frances Stickney, '13.
#j.
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Senior Class Statistics
Prettiest CATHERINE MACAULEY
Sweetest ,.LUCILE MELTON
Cutest INA ANDERSON
Handsomest GENEVA MURRAY
Nicest ELIZABETH McNAB
Wittiest NEVA MURRAY
Slowest '. ". MAYBELLE HUNTER
Smartest HARRIET HERBERT
Neatest MARGUERITE DUNN
Busiest MAY BELLE AVERY.
Best Athlete GUSSIE CALHOUN
Brightest JULIA DOMINICK
Best Worker MERCEDES BUCKNER
Most Popular LUCILE MELTON
One Best Loved ELIZABETH McNAB
Most Competent LILLIAN SNELGROVE
Laziest SARAH RUDD
Daintiest '. : RUTH EADY
Most Attractive DEE CAUSEY
Tiniest DORA DICK
Most Dignified MAY PYATT
Funniest ..: EMMA WOODRUFF
Most Original FRANCES STICKNEY
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junior Birtionarp
Sharpest Girl in Junjor Class SPIKES {Spciijlils)
Our Class Cupid "BOWMAN
Junior General MARION
The Girl With a Virtue , HOPE
"Slangy" Girl "PSHAW (Shazv)
The Girl Who is Always in a FIurry TROT (T)
The Girl of Solid Character WOOD (S)
The Maid Who is "Dying Out" ASHE
The Girl With a Dull Finish GLAZE
Our Junior Home GARRET (T
)
Part of It DOOR (Door )
The Girl of the Nobility "ONE OF THE DUKES"
The Un amiable Girl CROSS
Our Greediest Giri MO (O ) RE
Our Remedy for Loose Buttons BRAD 'EM (Byadliam )
The Girl With a Trade TAILOR (Taylor)
Our Two Brothers "THOMAS" and "JAMES"
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mjfoorsi Calentiar
Sept. 21—Y. W. C. A. ReceptiDii. Uiii—urn—ice cream!
Sept. 23—Fried apples for breakfast.
Sept. 24—Natural apples for dinner.
Sept. 25—Baked apples for supper.
Sept. 27—Dee Causey "shined" her hair with the floor oil.
Sept. 30—Emma Woodruff refuses to walk to town.
Oct. 1—Hattie Palmer and Blyth Weston start running around the campus
before breakfast to get thin.
Oct. 3—Ruth AVhitlock seen in a hurry.
Oct. 4—It rained—no wonder.
Oct. 6—Somebody found Helen Woods studying.
Oct. 7—Seniors looking for their privileges.
Oct. 10—Still looking!
Oct. 1 1—This notice seen on the bulletin board : "No pennants to be stuck
up with paste, soap, or chewing-gum."
Oct. 14—Annual staff sells ice cream.
Oct. 1 5—We go drumming for ads. ,
Oct. 16—Neva Murray goes downtown.
Oct. 17—Elizabeth Van Wyck was seen wandering around without the
customary band on her hair.
Oct. 20
—
Just like any other Sunday.
Oct. 28—Davidson Glee Club—whole college buys red ribbon in honor of it!
Oct. 31—Dorian Yarborough actually paused for breath.
Nov. 1—Elizabeth Van Wyck, Kate Martin, and Ruth Whitlock join
Hattie and Blyth in their attempts to get thin.
Nov. 2—Lillian Salters, for the space of five consecutive minutes, forgot
—
to frown.
Nov. 4—Day before election—Winthrop wants to vote.
Nov. 5—Election day. Hurrah for Wilson
!
Nov. 8—"Duck" Calhoun and "Pinkie" Connor borrowed the vacuum
cleaner to clean their skirts.
Nov. 10—Nothing stirring.
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Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
-Amuial staff most crazy. Working too liai'd!
-Thanksgiving" near
!
-Thanksgiving! Beautiful snow!
18-
20-
28-
29—Feel hke cold, cold, gray dawn of the morning afte
9,
j
/-
10-
12-
14
16
18-
21
22
25-
2-
3-
6-
8-
10-
12
14-
16-
18-
19
21
25
24
25
30
31
—Everybody making Christmas presents. '
-Most time for exams I
—Exams ! Say no more.
—Everybody thinks this a cruel world.
—Every one went to bed at ten o'clock.
—Emma Woodruff told her heart secrets, talking in her sleep.
—Ruby Durant starts a select barber shop at her apartment on
Senior Hall.
—Going home soon. •
—Winthrop deserted.
-Let her R. I. P.
—Christmas Day.
—Spell broken. •
'
—Nobody would know we'd l)cen home.
—D. B. told Seniors he'd take us t(.) Washington.
—Goat for dinner.
—Heavenly hash for dessert.
—Dorian was seen combing her hair. Can _\-ou ])elie\'e it?
—The wind blew.
_
—Sada went to walk with Reese.
—Just Saturday. Same as usual.
—General Robert E. Lee's birthday.
—Debe cleaning house for the Legislature.
—We realize the old cjuotation :
"Eor one day of turkey • "
We'll get six days of hash."
—The one day of turkey.
29—The six days of hash.
—
"We" sit up all night getting annual ready for press.
—Annual goes to press. Hooray
!
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JHotiel ^ci)ool
Mary Edwards (to one of her pupils) ; "William, compare cohf
William (quickly) : "Positive cold, comparative cough, superlative
coffin."
Alma Creighton (in fifth grade to Fred) : "Fred, what is a groso?"
Fred: "One who sells groceries."
Mary Broyles (teaching geography): "Sensie, what is latitude?"
Sensie : "It is a ship named Latitude sailing around on the sea of
Longitude."
Rosamond Burdine (teaching English) : "An anecdote is a tale. How
can any one use that word in a sentence?"
John : "A rabbit is an animal with ftnn- legs and a short anecdote."
Mamie Dunovant (in Model School): "Can any one give me the
principal parts of possum f"
Bright Pupil: "Head, feet, tail."
Louise Coleman (teaching gym in the high school): "Now, listen,
children, when I say 'halt' put the foot that's on the floor beside the one
that's in the air and remain motionless."
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Bo lou Ecfosni^r Cljesr ?
"We don't do that at Winthrop."
'Til go one step further."
"All serene?"
"Go to the board, if you please."
"Annie Laurie voice."
"The following were marked al)sent or tar(l_v during the week-
ending January 2S)th."
"I don't want to hear that about my children." .;
"Pass to the board."
"Carry that argument on."
"I regret to announce."
"Those who can't hear please pass it down the dining liall."
"My dear girls, you sliouldn't say that."
"I don't know wdiat I'll do witli you."
"My dear."
"If you were not a satisfactory girl."
"I'll do what I can for you."
"I think I'm right."
"I'll take issue widi the author there." ' ..
"No impression with expression."
"y\ll receding lines vanish to the same point of vision."
"Deesh eesh meesh
"
"The next question w ill cr)me to Miss
"
"Some people stand up so straiglit till they lean l^ackward."
"Wondcrfidly great."
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Largest of an}', ever the best
;
Finest of many, in every test
;
Lucky, plucky, dandy, keen.
Is our class of old '13.
Crimson and Black,
Crimson and Black
!
Seniors, Seniors,
Cracker Jack.
Chica-garunk-garunk-garoo
!
Razoo, razoo. Gold and Blue
!
Rizzle, razzle, kizzle, kazzle
!
Sis, Boom, Bah !
1914!
Rah, rah, rah !
1_9_1_S,
That's the grandest class alive
;
Who's so fine, who's so gay,
As the grand class of Garnet and Gray?
Another little job for the undertaker,
Another little task for the casket-maker
!
In the local cemetery the}'
Are very, very busj' on a l>rand-ne\v grave-
No hope, you Juniors
!
VII.
Razzle, dazzle, never frazzle.
Not a thread but wool.
All together, all together,
That's the way we pull
—
Juniors, Sophomores
!
We are Special born,
We are Special bred
;
And when we die
We'll be Special dead.
Juniors in a high-chair,
Who put them up there?
Ma ! Pa ! Sis, boom, bah !
Seniors, Seniors ! Rah ! rah ! rah !
Seniors, Seniors, you're on top !
I\eep it up, keep it up.
Don't you stop.
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Hesulations on Senior ?|all
No smiles are to be thrown out of the window or water into the suiks.
On reaching your room after the 9:50 liell—be sure to yell; this will be
greatly appreciated by Mrs. Funldiouser, as it will let her know you are ni
your room.
Much noise in halls or in rooms is encouraged by proctor in charge, and
those habitually quiet will be excluded from the hall.
In extreme cases, only, will ladyhke conduct be permitted.
Nuts are provided by the college to be cracked on window sills, radiators,
beds or floors; the scattered sheUs add an artistic touch that is much sought
after. Apply to matron.
No student may be in her own room, without permission, after 9 :50.
No Senior is allowed to patronize the Giant Stride or to go to church
on Sunday.
'
'
Don't fail to rush madly through the halls to entertainments in the
auditorium ; those wdio take their time get left and may miss something.
Those Seniors wdio haven't their pennants up with soap, tacks, or nails
are not conforming to dormitory rules of W. U. and I. C.
Those Seniors not wearing capes (large collars) can not pass "Dick's"
office.
All Seniors must take their chewing-gum to the table with them; this
is no trouble to the dining-room girls, and shows the proper VVinthrop spirit.
Any Senior caught with her bedroom slippers on after 7:00 o'clock will
be severely dealt with by Student Government.
Never take your soap to the l:)athroom with you, as some one at the other
end of the room is always ready to lend a helping hand when you scream,
"Pass the soap." Hallooing and singing in the bathroom is encouraged by
the matrons, as this, is what the adenoids (anti-noise) movement was formed
for. . .
All Seniors allowed to pick flowers for individual use, except on special
occasions.
No Senior properly appreciates her privilege of going downtown once
a week—unless she goes at least three times a week.
Any Senior having anything to eat in her room is requested to leave
her door open and it in plain sight on the table for the refreshment of any
passers-by. •
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St'ni(.)i-s arc allnwcd to "sleep throui^li" aii\' old time, and to iK\i^ieet this
priNiles^e does not show the "trne Winthrop spirit."
An\' Senior, thoui^ii intoxicants—such as ginger ale and coca-cola are
strictl)' prohihited—nia_\- di-ink- to rei)lction, and ha\-e a "jolly good time,"
. '11 W'intln'o]) spirits.
No Senior must read or conform to the dormitory rules tacked on the
doors—they are i)ut there merel_\' for ornament.
.\n>' Senior who can not "hook" a dozen slices of hread, hide them in
her shirt-waist, and ])ring them from the dining-room, without heing caught,
will I)e severely dealt with.
Every Senior is expected to wear some bright color at their necks, on
going downtown. Those colors preferred by the matrons are cerise, empire
green, and scarlet. Seniors wearing black, white, or dark blue will be sent
back to their rooms with a severe reprimand.
Seniors remember : The new desks that ha\'e been installed in the
different classrooms were made for you to exhibit your handwriting on, and
show the results ()f your course in Freshman Drawing. The ])olished siu'face
of the desk lends itself beautifully to such exhibitions.
Sofees
Dear D. B.— I am so sorry that I was absent from my Math chiss, l)Ut T just forgot to go.
Won't you please squeeze me just this time, I'll he thoughtful hereafter. I didn't mean to
cut my lesson.
. Your loving pupil,
Nell Peterkin.
Wanted to Know :
1. How long a carload of apricots will last, Ijeing serx'td three times a day?
2. If pippins can be served any other way than baked, stewed, -fried, in pies,
and the natural ones frozen? For the good of the starving 750, notify
Mrs. Bell ( our housekeeper ) at once.
3. .If any one girl up here can remember the different flavors of ice cream
we have had this year? If so, she's a wonder, and we'll ad\-ise her not
to try these on the dear home folks.
4. If "general mixtry" is the name of that salad we have composed of beets,
green peas, cabbage, onions, beans, in fact all the vegetables we ha\'e
had for zvceks before?
5. If the new^est slang dictionar}- is in the library? If not we would suggest
Misses Trott and Yarborough as a committee Of two to look into this
very important matter at once.
Mr. Coker (to Catherine Moore) : "Miss Moore, what is space?"
Cat.herine: "Mr. Coker, I can't think now, but I have it in mv head."
Prof. Wamsley (in history): "Miss Richardson, locate 96."
Martha: "It's somewhere l)etween 95 and 97."
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Miss I'A'ANS (in history): "TMiss Forsyllie, mention an important event
in Roman history, and gi\'e the date."
Nathalie Forsytme: "Mark Anthony went to Kgypt, because he had
an important date with Cleopatra."
Found (in 447 II, J. H. ) : A bright idea. Will be delivered to owner
when called for, if sufficient reward is ot^'ered.
Found: A dish of strings on the table! Who got the beans?
Lost : One red lead pencil about one inch long. Reward offered. Will
be of no use to finder, as it is prized only on account of associations.
Mac (to Ruth Watkins) : "Ruth, do you have enough steam in Johnson
Hall?"
Ruth: "I should say not. I woke up last night, about 12:00 o'clock,
and heard Bill's teeth chattering on' the bureau."
Professor Hockett (in chemistry) : "Miss Pearcy, what is the effect
of nitric acid."
Max:de: "If vou place a drop on your tongue, it'll kill a dog."
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Annual Staff of 1913
Ctiitors' jfaretDell
m JTH AN EXHAUSTED YAWNAND A MIGHTY STRETCHWE END THIS—THE LASTPAGE OF THE ANNUAL OE
1913. WE HAVE TRIED TO BE ORIGINAL,
AND IF WE HAVE FAILED AND OUR
EFFORTS TO BE l^^UNNY ONLY SERVE TO
BRING FORTH FROM YOU THE COLD
REPLY, 'TA^E HEARD THAT BEFORE," WE
HOPE THAT YOU'LL BEAR IN MIND THE
SAYING— "THERE'S NOTHING NEW
UNDER THE SUN," AND GIVE US THE
CREDIT, FOR, LIKE THE ANCIENT
"HINDU. WE DO THE BES' WE KIN DO.
Respectfully,
THE EDITORS.
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Winthrop Normal and Industrial College
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA
PLEASANT AND HEALTHFUL. PURE WATER.
Campus of forty-seven acres, unsurpassed Buildings and Equipment; Main
Building (Offices and Classrooms), Dormitory, Infirmary—all joined by
covered ways. Excellent sanitary sewerage. Ventilation perfect. Hot and
Cold Baths on every floor. Only two students placed in one room. Single beds.
Resident Woman Physician. Gymnasium, with trained Instructor. Library
of New Books [additions over a thousand volumes yearly]. Able Faculty in
all Departments. Religious life carefully guarded.
82 OFFICERS, TEACHERS AND ASSISTANTS. 750 STUDENTS
Normal, Scientific and Literary Courses, with Industrial Studies.
Graduates of the Normal Course will be granted, in addition to the degree,
a Life License to Teach in the Public Schools of the State.
Shorter Normal Courses are offered, leading to Certificate [Life License to
Teach].
SPECIAL COURSES.—Stenography and Typev.'riting, Dressmaking,
Millinery, Cooking, Household Arts, Drawing and Manual Training, Expres-
sion, Art, Bookkeeping.
Thorough instruction given in Cooking, Floriculture, Freehand and Industrial
Drawing, Designing, Reading and Physical Training. Arrangements have been
made to train Kindergartners.
A course for training in Library Methods is given.
MUSIC.—In this Department instruction given in Piano, Sight Singing,
Voice Training, and Chorus Singing.
SCHOLARSHIPS.—Each county is given as many Scholarships as it has
Members in the House of Representatives. A Scholarship is worth $100.00 and
Free Tuition, and must be won by competitive examination.
In addition to the regular State Scholarships, thirty-one Dining-room
Scholarships are given. These Scholarships pay all expenses for work in dining-
room and kitchen.
Expenses for session of nine months
:
For Students Paying Tuition ; $144.00
For Students Having Free Tuition 104.00
For Scholarship Students - 4.00
For Catalogue and other information address
D. B. JOHNSON, President,
Rock Hill, S. C.
>milik
Roddey-Poe Mercantile Co.
" When Quality Counts, We Win "
O Since the establishment
of Winthrop College, we
have made a study of the
Winthrop Girls' wants.
There is Not An Article in Her Wardrobe
That We Cannot Furnish
O In making your purchases
and in making up your
serge orders, remember the
old Winthrop slogan : " We
patronize those who patron-
ize us."
U Our Winthrop Mail Order
Department is for you.
We trust you will use it lib-
erally.
RODDEY-POE MERCANTILE COMPANY
" When Quality Counts, We Win "
DEPARTMENT STORE ROCK HILL, S. C.
#^KHiH::HKH>*JHW^JH>«^KHS^W«>^^
The National Union Bank
(ABSOLUTELY SAFE)
One of the Largest and Strongest Banks
IN THE Piedmont Section of
South Carolina
Capital, $300,000.00
Surplus, 75,000.00
We want your business, and promise you in
return courteous treatment, prompt service
and ABSOLUTE SAFETY for YOUR FUNDS
W. J. RODDEY, President IRA B. DUNLAP, V.-P. and Cashier
The London Printery :: pMTING
•/ M. THAT ATTRAPTCTHAT AHRACTS
ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA
COTRELL & LEONARD class
Makers of Caps, Gowns and Hoods CONTRACTS A
ALBANY NEW YORK SPECIALTY
Milton -Bradley Company
ATLANTA, GA.
HEADQUARTERS IN THE SOUTH FOR
KINDERGARTEN SUPPLIES
art materials
Manual Training Goods, Etc. : Catalogs Free
REID'S FURNITURE STORE
HEADQUARTERS FOR
FINE FURNITURE
Pianos, Organs, Sewing Machines
Ranges, Stoves
Bicycles, Rugs : : and Matting
The largest and best-stocked store in upper
South Carolina. Write us for prices on any-
thing in our line.
W. G. REID & SON.
i:?^OH:fjOfi;H:;H:},i;^^
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American SeatingCo.
GENERAL OFFICES;
218 South W^abash Avenue
CHICAGO
School, Church, Opera and Railway Seating
=0=
=0
.00 a Year Published Monthly
Southern
School News
A Journal
of
Educational News
and
Progress
W. H. JONES Editor and Publisher
H.L.FORBES Assistant Editor
M. S. JONES Business Associate
0=
\A^ILLIAM A. EDWARDS
cArchitect
631-33 Candler Building
ATLANTA A* GEORGIA
Charles C. Hook Willard G. Rogers
HOOK & ROGERS
c^rchitects
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA
=[]= ^\n\
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THE
College Girls' Store
The Best in Rock Hill
WE cater especially to the Winthrop Col-
leoe Students. Our assortment includes
everything that enters into the daily needs
and pleasures of college life. We want the
students to make our store their headquarters.
They will be sure of courteous attention at all
times. No obligation to purchase. We're
only too pleased to show our goods. One of
ovu^ specialties is
COLLEGE UNIFORMS
The fact that we furnish the largest percent-
age of Uniforms for the College serves as an
indication of the favor with which our Uni-
forms are regarded by the students. We
want our old friends to revisit us and bring
new students along. We assure one and all
of a warm welcome at the store of
A. Freidheifn & Brother
ROCK HILL, S. a
Sft^KHKHKHWf*<HeHMHKHKK>lW^
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Q This book is a fair sample of our work in printing,
binding and caring for the engravings. Q Into all of
our products, whether college publications or general
commercial work, we' put the infinite pains necessary to
j insure our patrons receiving the highest quality printing.
[ J. P. BELL COMPANY, INCORPORATED
i PRINTERS, DESIGNERS. ENGRAVERS
J
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
-^A. .uil ^
Geo. Beach Peter Ihrie
Beach-Ihrie's
The Jewelry Home for the
Winthrop Student
OUR AIM is at all times to please you and hold
your confidence. Your trade is appreciated, small
or large. We are your dealers in Class Rings and
Pins, Winthrop Pius, IV. L. S. Pins, Curry Pins,
W. H. L. S. Pins, S. S. Pins and others. We have
them in stock for your convenience. We have many
suitable things in Jewelry for a commencement gift.
See our Diamond Rings, Gold Watches, Gold Neck-
laces and Lockets, Pendants, Bracelets, Cuff Buttons,
Bar Pins, Brooches, Hat Pins, Cuff Pins, Belt Pins.
flCut Glass, Sterling Silverware, Clocks, Silver
Novelties. Repair Work and neat Engraving done
to your satisfaction in our workshop.
MAIL ORDERS ATTENDED TO WITH CARE
AND PROMPTNESS
Beach-Ihrie Jewelry Co.
RELIABLE JEWELERS
ROCK HILL SOUTH CAROLINA
5^h>WS^>^?^KBW<hJhWh:KhKhKH>#^^
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A Store Always Full of Interest
flA store where, at all times, will be found the most distinctive merchan-
dise that the markets afford.
fl Reached through our Mail Order Department whose efficient corps is
obligated to serve every customer with as much care and precision aS they
would serve a customer over the counter direct.
flA store where neither people nor merchandise sleep and where each
morning brings fresh, new interests, and people eager to serve you.
^ With the close approach of Autumn and the countless number of fashion
changes that herald its coming, come also many special advantages for
shopping here.
flFor here, and constantly arriving, are new goods—Suits, Costumes,
Dresses, Fabrics of many kinds, their related apparel lines and the equally
interesting accessories, all sharing honors alike, in the clearly defined
lieauty and marked fashion development which they express.
^Summing up the store service, we would say: The combined wealth of
newly arrived goods, the unusual opportunities at this season for buying
at low prices, the facilities provided especially for our out-of-town custom-
ers, are all cheerfully extended, and we hope you may avail yourself of
them through our Mail Order Department.
DAVISON - PAXON STOKES CO.
ATLANTA, GA.
SYLVAN BROTHERS
Manufacturing Jewelers, Diamond Merchants
Silversmiths and Opticians
WE are in position to fill any order
you may want, whether it is a Class
Pin, Class Ring or Diamond Necklace.
We have them right in ^ock, and if we
have not them in stock, we can make
them for you ; so, whenever in need of a
present of any kind, whether it is Engage-
ment, Wedding or otherwise, we have it
or can make it for you. Our goods are
the best and our prices are the loweS.
Shall be glad to hear from you.
1500 Main Street
Corner of Main and Hampton Streets
m.fB Monogram Coffee
Ah-h-h ! Bursting with fragrance and flavor
!
Because we pack it Hot from the roaster,
and our air-tight cans Iceep it
lastingly good
MONOGRAM COFFEE, 35 Cts. a Pound
Put up in sealed cans only
FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS
F. W. Wagener & Co., £,3 Charleston, S. C.
Huntley-Hill-Stockton Co.
5K"' Furnishers
We'll be glad to furnish
An Estimate
WINSTON -SALEM, North Carolina
glKHKHWHKH>^KHKH3^KH«H«KK^^
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The Qimax Gas
Machine
D 1=1 [=1
Furnishes most modern
and best illuminating and
cooking service for iso-
lated homes. Costs less
than kerosene oil, city
gas or electricity
Apparatus is Simple to Operate
durable, reliable, safe, and
is fully guaranteed, giv-
ing universal satisfaction,
and is installed in practice
home of Mmll|rni3 (EnlUgp
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
AND PROPOSITION
The C. M. Kemp Mfg. Company
BALTIMORE, MD. K -i
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A neat shoe and trim
-^ ankle add grace
and attractiveness to a woman's
appearance— and when the men sit up
and take notice there's something doing. Be
sure the shoes are neat, however— a slovenly
shoe is about as repulsive as an untidy shirtwaist or a
badly fitting skirt on a woman.
Come in here today and let us show you
some of our "marriage making" shoes
DIEHLMOORE SHOE CO.
ROCK HILL, S. C.
^CH:HjHKHKH>^MH>^MHKH5^WHeHiH>^^
PARKER PENS
(CAN'T LEAK)
NORRIS CANDY
May your business relations
with us obtain for you a
degree of pleasure as great
::: as is our appreciation. :::
iWHKHKHKH>^3^>^>^Ka><H>^KHKHKH>^:^^
Graduation
Gifts
What to Give
THAT'S THE
QUESTION
We solved it long ago for people
in just such a position
as you
COME IN AND
LET US TALK
IT OVER
Repairing Engraving
RUFF JEWELRY CO.
Our Aim is to Satisfy
When You Feel
Tired and
Hungry
Stop At
McElwee's
Restaurant
116 Main St.
We Want Your
Bank Account
m
WHAT
ABOUT
IT?
The
Peoples National Bank
C. L COBB, Cashier
The Holladay
Studio
*
HIGH 'CLASS
PHOTOGRAPHY
Commercial \A/ork
A Specialty
DURHAM, N. CAROLINA
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